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Abstract 

This work describes the development of a System-on-Chip processor in the 

VTR flow and the investigation of a better FPG A architecture for a SoC 

processor. ODIN II, as a part of the VTR workflow, is modified to sup

port the simulation of a SoC processor. In addition, the ability to support 

external logic memories was extended to the tool. The external memories 

are processed in a MIF file. The FPGA architecture specification file, as an 

input of the VTR workflow, requires exploration with different hard blocks, 

such as HB Memories, HB Adders and HB Multipliers. Experiments on sim

ulating the SoC processor in the VTR flow for FPGAs show that an FPGA 

architecture with hard block (HB) Memories, 2-bit HB Adders and 36*36 

HB Multipliers is better than other FPGA architectures for an ARM Core 

processor. The exploration of this work is also on supporting multiple SoC 

processors on FPGAs. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) [1] have advanced during the 

past ten years with new process technologies and innovative architectures. 

An FPGA is a programmable integrated circuit, similar to an Application 

Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) [8]. However, their functionality can be 

altered after production. The advantages of ASICs are lower production cost 

when produced in high volumes and higher speed. The benefits of FPGAs 

are more flexibility, less time for development and greater ease of changing 

the circuit functionality. 

Verilog HDL [9] is a hardware description language for describing hardware 

structures and behaviors. In this project, a Verilog HDL design is created 

as the benchmark of a System-on-Chip processor. Computer Aided Design 
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(CAD) tools are used for mapping circuits into digital technologies such as 

FPGAs and ASICs. Hardware Description Language (HDL) synthesis can 

convert an HDL design created by Verilog into a flat netlist. Then the fl.at 

netlist is processed by the remaining steps of the CAD flow and mapped to 

the target technology [10]. 

Verilog to Routing (VTR), an academic CAD flow, is the workflow for this 

project. A verilog digital design is generated as an input to the fl.ow. There 

are three core tools. ODIN II, which provides a framework for verilog syn

thesis, is a tool for elaboration and front-end synthesis [10]. ABC is a logic 

synthesis and technology mapping tool [1]. VPR is a physical synthesis tool 

for packing, placement and routing of circuits on FPGAs with different tar

get architectures [l]. 

System-on-Chip (SoC) [11] is the integration of complex computing compo

nents into a single integrated circuit that is typically applied in the area of 

embedded systems. Lower cost per gate, lower power consumption and faster 

circuit operation are the main benefits of the technology. Based on the wide 

use of SoC, SoC designs can be placed on an FPGA combined with other 

hardware components. 

1.2 Motivation of the Thesis 

The System-on-Chip industry has developed rapidly in recent years. Because 

of the advantages of low cost, low power and high speed, it is expected to 
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be widely used in more areas [11]. Developing an FPGA architecture that 

incorporates SoC will achieve these benefits. Supporting a SoC processor in 

the VTR workflow requires more research on how well the processor performs 

and which FPGA architecture is better for the SoC processor. The ARM 

Core [7] processor is a suitable SoC processor which is used as our project 

processor case. The VTR flow provides a workflow mapping of circuits into 

digital technologies. Simulating the ARM processor in the VTR flow for 

FPGAs based on a SoC processor allows the exploration of new architecture 

features. 

1.3 Objectives of this Work 

This thesis describes the development of an application which is the SoC 

processor simulated in the VTR workflow. The application is created for 

investigating a better FGPA architecture by comparing the performance of 

the ARM processor with different architectures. This work can be specified 

into five aspects: 

• Modify ODIN II to enable simulation for functional verification. 

• Modify the ARM Core for VTR workflow to enable FPGA architecture 

explorations. 

• Explore various FPGA architectures for performance measurements. 

• Modify the ARM Core to support dual-core ARM processor. 
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• Explore different performance results from different ( soft logic block vs. 

hard block) multipliers. 

1.4 Summary of Thesis Outline 

The thesis is divided into 5 chapters. The structure of the thesis is as fol

lows: Chapter 2 describes the background of FPGA Technology, CAD, VTR 

workflow, and System-on-Chip. Chapter 3 describes some previous work, 

including the ARM processor, memory initialization and the MIF file stan

dard. Chapter 4 provides the methodology of the SoC processor in the VTR 

workflow, and implementation of the SoC processor on different FPGA ar

chitectures. Chapter 5 features SoC process results and evaluates a better 

FPGA architecture for real world applications according to the comparison 

of all experiment results. The thesis conclusions and proposed future work 

are located in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

This chapter introduces the field of FPGAs. The first part of this chapter 

describes the basic logic element and the most common routing architec

ture on a FPGA. Then it introduces homogeneous and heterogeneous FPGA 

architectures. Afterwards, the VTR CAD flow used by this project is intro

duced. The fourth part of this chapter details ODIN II of the VTR workflow. 

System-on-Chip is presented at the end of this chapter. 

2.1 FPGA Technology 

During the 1990s the production cost of chips ranged from $20,000 to $200,000 

[12]. For the hardware industry, it was of interest to reduce production cost. 

Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) required manufacturing ef

fort taking several months from beginning to end. Field Programmable Gate 
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Arrays (FPGAs) have emerged as a solution for this problem. The develop

ment risk can be reduced as the hardware prototype is only made after the 

system is fully working, tested and validated. An FPGA can be programmed 

in less time. 

Figure 2.1 presents an island style FPGA which is a basic design. There 

are three major types of elements: logic blocks, programmable routing and 

I/0 blocks. Some complex functions require more than one logic block. In 

this case, multiple logic blocks are combined in order to perform the func

tion. The interconnections are set between logic blocks using programmable 

routing. 1/0 blocks are programmable as external input or output pins. 

Figure 2.1: Structure of an Island Style FPGA [1] 
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2.1.1 Logic Block Architecture 

A logic block is used to implement combinational and sequential logic. Con

figurable logic blocks are the basic logic units of an FPGA. The logic block is 

also referred to as a logic cell which includes two basic components: flip-flops 

and Look Up Tables (LUTs). Logic blocks can support complex functions. 

LUTs are normally determined by the number of inputs; thus a LUT with 

more inputs can implement more logic functions [3]. The greater the number 

of inputs, the fewer blocks required. For simple functions, they need fewer 

inputs and more blocks placed on the chip. Flip-flops and LUTs can be 

packed together in different ways and used for different functions. 

Configuration 

Logic lnputs Output 

Figure 2.2: A LUT with Logic Inputs and Output [2] 

Most Boolean functions can be implemented by a LUT. The more inputs are 

used for a L UT, the fewer logic blocks are needed in order to implement a 

circuit. This can reduce routing area because there are fewer connections 

between logic blocks. Figure 2.2 shows a LUT including two inputs, configu

ration and output. The configuration is stored in a Random Access Memory 
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(RAM) [13]. An n-input LUT can implement Boolean functions which have 

n-inputs and one output. 

Most logic in a Cluster-Based Logic Block (CLB) is implemented in the form 

of LUTs. All logic gates, such as ANDs, ORs, NANDs, NORs, are combined 

together for implementation as truth tables with LUT memory. According 

to the research [14], a 4-input look up table ( 4-LUT) has the most area

efficiency. It is used in most commercial devices. Although a 4-LUT can 

perform all combinational functions for an FPGA, sequential circuits are not 

implemented unless flip fl.ops are available for interconnect logic blocks. 

A flip flop has two stable states: 0 and 1. It uses a clock to synchronize logic. 

Between clock cycles a flip-flop saves the logical state. On every clock edge, 

a flip-fl.op latches the value on its input that is 1 or O (TRUE or FALSE). 

The value is held until the next clock edge. 

Figure 2.3: A Basic Logic Element or BLE [3] 

Figure 2.3 shows a logic block created by a 4-LUT and a flip-flop. The struc

ture in Figure 2.3 is also called a Basic Logic Element or BLE. There are 4 

inputs and 1 output. The number of LUT inputs should be reduced in order 

to obtain a smaller logic block. A logic block can be created by grouping 
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several LUTs together. A complete logic block consists of BLEs, plus local 

routing provided to interconnect them. In an island style FPGA, BLEs are 

combined into a logic cluster which is known as Cluster-Based Logic Blocks 

( CLBs). The local routing is used to connect the inputs and outputs of CLBs. 

Since the speed of this local interconnect is faster than the general-purpose 

routing between logic blocks, CLBs can improve FPGA speed. 

2.1.2 Routing Architecture 

Programmable routing is required to connect various logic blocks and 1/0 

blocks. In an island style FPGA, logic blocks are represented in an array 

and surrounded by horizontal and vertical programmable routing channels 

[4]. An FPGA has two types of programmable routing: (1) routing within 

each logic block or cluster-based logic block and (2) routing between logic 

blocks or cluster-based logic blocks. 

Figure 2.4 shows a basic routing architecture. An FPGA routing architecture 

consists of an interconnect matrix within a logic block, fixed tracks and pro

grammable switches between logic blocks. The programmable routing within 

each logic block is made up of the interconnect matrix. An interconnect ma

trix connects BLE outputs to BLE inputs within the same logic block and 

connects logic block inputs to BLE inputs. 

At every intersection of routing channels, there is a Switch Block, which is 

a set of programmable switches. Programmable switches are used to con

nect the input and output pins of each logic block. With the appropriate 
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Figure 2.4: A Routing Architecture [4] 
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programmable switches, suitable connections can be made between the logic 

inputs and outputs [15]. Switch Blocks define all possible connections be

tween horizontal and vertical channels. A Connection Block is also created 

by programmable switches. Connection Blocks define all the possible con

nections between logic blocks. 

2.1.3 Homogeneous Architecture 

A homogeneous FPGA architecture generally contains repeatable tiles, with 

the same logic blocks in each tile. It employs only one type of logic block. 

The Island Style FPGA (shown in Figure 2.1) typically utilizes a homoge

neous architecture. 

Three fundamental effects can be observed when increasing the functional

ity of logic blocks on homogeneous FPGAs. Firstly, it affects the area of 

logic blocks. As a designer increases the functionality of the logic block, its 

physical size should be increased as the amount of routing within each logic 

block increases. Based on the certain area of an FPGA, fewer blocks might 

be required to implement a given design [5]. 

Secondly, it affects speed. As a designer increases the functionality of the 

logic block, the interconnect routing area and logic area within each logic 

block grows as the logic block size increases. Because the speed of internal 

routing within each logic block is faster than the speed of the general-purpose 

routing between logic blocks, the more internal routing the FPGA architec

ture has, the higher its speed [16]. 
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Lastly, it affects power. Power consumption in FPGAs is generally consid

ered as the sum of two categories: static power and dynamic power. Static 

power consumption is the power used when the design is idle, and the dy

namic power is the power consumed by activity in the circuit. According 

to results from [17], the power consumption will be reduced if the area is 

reduced. 

2.1.4 Heterogeneous Architectures 

For a homogeneous FPGA, the basic area, speed and power are affected as 

the functionality increases. It is concluded in [5] that larger logic block size is 

advantageous for speed but smaller size, which is referred to as smaller area, 

is beneficial for power consumption. In commercial FPG As, heterogeneous 

FPGAs with mixed blocks have become increasingly popular for their ability 

to implement complex functions more efficiently than homogeneous FPGAs 

[18]. 

There is an additional block called a hard block designed for performing 

some specific operations, such as memories and multipliers, but it can not 

be changed. These specific-purpose blocks implement their applications with 

superior area, speed and power consumption compared to their implementa

tion in general-purpose logic blocks. So they can offer some benefits by using 

hard blocks rather than all soft logic blocks. The down side of hard blocks is 

not supporting a different purpose as hard blocks can not be re-programmed 

for a different functionality. Figure 2.5 shows an FPGA with a mixture of 
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different blocks with cluster-based heterogeneous architecture. 

ASICs can not be changed once produced. FPGAs can be programmed and 

re-programmed. One FPGA device with heterogeneous architectures means 

it can be used for multiple purposes. Since the function of multiplier is often 

used in FPGAs, it makes sense to consider using a hard multiplier on the 

target FPG A devices instead of the programmable logic blocks. 

FPGA designs offer some other functions of hard logic blocks. Figure 2.6 

illustrates a Hard Processor System (HPS) on an FPGA architecture. The 

FPGA contains a hard memory controller, transceivers, and some other hard 

logic blocks. For the ARM-based HPS block, it is also a hard logic block 

which consists of a dual-core (or single-core) ARM processor, shared mul

tiport memory controller and a set of peripherals. Integrating two chips -

Figure 2.5: A tile-based Heterogeneous FPGA [5) 
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the processor and FPGA - into one will reduce system power consumption, 

system cost , and board size while increasing system performance. 

Single- or Dual-Core Processor 
HPSl/0 

T ranscevers• 

---Hal!dPCle* 

Figure 2.6: Hard Processor System on FPGA [6] 

2.2 Computer Aided Design of FPGAs 

Designers implement applications for FPGA devices using Hardware Descrip

tion Languages (HDLs) such as Verilog [19]. Verilog is a common program

ming language similar to C. Implementing a design on an FPGA involves the 

programming of switches and logic blocks. The programming data is stored 

as a bit stream in an FPGA configuration file. The configuration file is used 

to program the FPGA. 

Since circuit designers work with HDLs, the Verilog HDLs design is trans-
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lated to an FPGA bit stream. The process is performed by a Computer Aided 

Design (CAD) flow. Figure 2.7 provides a generic FPGA CAD flow from an 

HDL design to the resulting bit stream. There are six main stages consisting 

of elaboration, logic synthesis, technology mapping, packing, placement and 

routing. 

The elaboration process translates the high level description HDL design into 

a netlist data structure. The netlist reflects the content of the input HDL 

design and describes the circuit's function. The logic synthesis is to produce 

a minimized netlist by analyzing and minimizing the netlist logically. 

The logic blocks not only contain the soft logic blocks, but may contain some 

hard blocks which perform specific-purpose functions such as memories and 

multipliers. These specific functional units in the netlist can be identified 

during the elaboration stage. 

Technology mapping needs to produce a netlist which contains all the logic 

units on the target FPGA device. If the target FPGA architecture only 

has L UTs and FFs, the netlist should contain those logic units. The pack

ing stage packs the technology mapped netlist into CLBs. The packed netlist 

only has the cluster-based logic blocks. For example, a CLB consists of BLEs 

and FFs which are associated with internal routing. 
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The placing process will provide a physical location in the target FPGA to 

each logic block which is created in the packing stage. Hard blocks also 

have their physical location during the placement process [20]. The final 

routing process configures the switches and establishes the programmable 

connections. Section 2.3 details the open source Verilog-To-Routing CAD 

flow. 

Stages between 
application design and a 

bit stream 

Figure 2.7: Computer Aided Design Flow 

2.3 Verilog-To-Routing Workflow 

The Verilog-To-Routing (VTR) [21] CAD flow is used to investigate some 

improvements to the CAD flow. The flow begins with the input files of a 

Verilog HDL design and an FPGA architecture description, and proceeds 

through elaboration, logic synthesis, physical design and timing analysis. 
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There are three key tools: ODIN II, ABC and VPR. ODIN II [10] is for 

Verilog elaboration and front-end synthesis. It compiles the Verilog HDL 

design into a netlist data structure. ABC [22, 23] is used for logic synthesis 

and technology mapping. It analyses the netlist logically and optimizes it to 

a minimized netlist. VPR [24, 25] is responsible for physical synthesis and 

analysis. It packs the previous results, places and routes to the target FPGA 

architecture. Figure 2.8 illustrates the VTR workflow. 

The netlist is stored in the Berkley Logic Interchange Format (BLIF) [26] 

format as the result of tools in the CAD flow. The BLIF file describes 

modules, logic blocks, inputs, outputs, functionalities and interconnections. 

The FPGA architecture specification file, in the format of Extensible Markup 

Language (XML), is used to describe the target FPGA architecture. 

ODIN II 
Elaboration and Front- ~-.. 

End Synthesis 

ABC 
Logic Synthesis and 

Tech Mapping 

VPR 
...._~• Physical Synthesis and 

Analysis 

Figure 2.8: Verilog-To-Routing Workflow 
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2.4 ODIN II 

ODIN II is the first stage of the VTR workfiow. It performs Verilog elabo

ration and front-end synthesis. As a Verilog HDL design is required as the 

input for the VTR workflow, ODIN II is a "framework for Verilog Hardware 

Description Language (HDL) synthesis" [27] which is an improved version of 

ODIN [28]. Compared to ODIN, ODIN II can read the FPGA architecture 

description file, compile the verilog HDL design into a netlist, and perform 

some other new features. 

2.4.1 Basic Design 

Figure 2.9 describes the main functions of ODIN II. ODIN II requires two in

puts: a Verilog HDL design and FPGA architecture specification file. ODIN 

II with Verilog parser uses the Verilog HDL design to generate an Abstract 

Syntax Tree (AST). The AST is elaborated to create a flat netlist. 

The FPG A architecture specification file is used to map functionalities which 

are implemented as hard blocks on the targeted device. It can influence the 

structure of the netlist. The partial mapping stage converts the design struc

tures in the netlist to the hard circuits which are available on the specific 

target architecture. 

For example, if the Verilog HDL design performs an 8x8 bit multiplication 

and an 8x8 multiplier can be found on the target FPGA, the partial mapper 

in ODIN II determines how to map them onto each other. 

18 



lnput:FPGA 
Arddtecture 

Specification Pile 

Output I 
VectorFile ~~~· 

Input: Verllog 
HDLl>esip 

Verilog Parser 

r----------------------
1 Abstract Syntax 

Tree{AST) 

Elaboration 

Partial Mapping 

Input 
Vector File 

Figure 2. 9: Processing stages in ODIN II 
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ODIN II is able to read and write netlist in the BLIF file format. It al

lows ODIN II to read and simulate BLIF files from the downstream VTR 

workflow. For example, ODIN II can read in the output file after technology 

mapping ( ABC stage) which is the minimized netlist. 

2.4.2 ODIN II Simulator 

The simulator in ODIN II is used to simulate and verify the functional cor

rectness of the netlist which is produced by ODIN II. It is also used to 

simulate hard blocks with the FPGA architecture specification file. Memo

ries and multipliers, as well as adders are supported by the simulator. 

During simulation, a set of input vectors are computed through the netlist 

cycle by cycle and the results are stored in a set of output vectors. A node is 

processed only if the previous cycle is completed [29]. As the node is simu

lated, its input pins are used to compute the values of its output pins. Once 

a cycle is completed, the input values are stored in an input vector file while 

the output values are stored in an output vector file. A new cycle can be 

started. The input and output vector files are used to verify the correctness 

of a circuit [13]. 

The input vector file can be created by the user in order to test certain cases 

or generated randomly by the simulator. The simulator starts by reading the 

header of the input vector file and mapping each vector column to a top-level 

input node's pins [30]. The top level input nodes are mapped to vectors in 

the input vector file. 
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At the beginning of simulating a cycle, all top level input nodes and constant 

nodes are organized into a queue. The input nodes values can be parsed from 

the input vector file; the constant nodes cycle numbers reflect the current cy

cle. When all top level input nodes and all ready constant nodes are added 

to the queue, the main loop of this cycle simulator can begin execution by 

computing the values of their outputs and assigning the results to the output 

pins of the nodes. This process is a breadth first search. 

The nodes in the queue should be simulated one by one. After each node has 

been simulated, if some nodes connected to the output pins are not in the 

queue, they should be placed in the queue for simulation. If the nodes have 

not computed the values for this cycle, they should be waiting in the queue 

for the computation. This process is repeated until there are no nodes left in 

the queue. After each cycle, the values of the output pins will be stored in 

an output vector file. The simulator is processed cycle by cycle until there 

are no more input vectors. 

2.5 System-on-Chip Processor 

A System-on-Chip (SoC) contains a microprocessor, memory, peripherals and 

other components. The processor may be a standard or custom microproces

sor, or it may be a specific media processor for sound or video applications 

[11). It is typically used in the area of embedded systems. 
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2.5.1 Pipelines 

Normally, a SoC processor executes individual instructions in several steps. 

A typical sequence is: An instruction or a word data is received from the 

fetch stage, and it is decoded one cycle later. The control signals from the 

decode stage are registered and passed into the execute stage. The operands 

are read from the registers. After executing the instruction, the result is 

written back to the register. The next address is generated for the fetch 

stage. 

First, the processor fetches the instruction from memory. An instruction, 

for example, 'ACC := ACC + mem16[D]' means 'add the contents of the 

16-bit wide memory whose address is D to the accumulator'. The instruc

tion is fetched from the memory location address. After the decode stage, 

the processor determines what instruction it is. If there are some operands 

required in the execute stage, they are accessed from the register bank. The 

arithmetic logic unit (ALU) is used to combine the operands to/from the 

result or a memory address. If necessary, the ALU can access memory from 

a data operand. Finally, the result is written back to the register bank. 

Not all steps are needed in every instruction, but most instructions will re

quire most of these steps [31]. For example, the memory is used for fetching, 

and the register is used for decoding. Figure 2.10 provides the stages in the 

pipeline for the instruction 'R3 := Rl + R2'. 
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add R3, Rt. R2 

Mem 
1. Fetch 

ll1,R2 

Reg 
2.Dec 
3.Reg 

Mem 
5.Mem 

Figure 2.10: Five Stages in a Pipeline 

R3 

Reg 
6.Res 

One way to improve the processor is to start the next instruction before the 

current one has finished, which is normally used in a general-purpose proces

sor. Pipeline hazard uses this technology. Hazards reduce the performance 

when the current instruction is stalled. Because the following instructions in 

the pipeline are also stalled and prevented from being executing during its 

designated cycle. As the instruction completes step 1 and moves to step 2, 

the next instruction will start step 1. An example is shown in Figure 2.11. 

Instruction 1 Petch Dec Reg AW Mem Res 

Instruction 2 Fetch Dec Reg AW Mem R.es 
·,cc• 

I 
I 

I 
Fetch Dec Reg ALU Mem R.es 

I I .. 
Instruction 3 

time "'" 

Figure 2.11: Pipeline Hazard 

Each instruction is divided into six steps. An instruction normally requires 
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an operand from the previous instruction's result. In this case, the pipeline 

operation will break down. If instruction 2 needs an operand from the result 

of instruction 1, instruction 2 must stall as the result is not available right 

now. Instruction 2 does not collect its operand until after instruction 1 is 

completed. 

2.5.2 Reduced Instruction Set Computer 

A reduced instruction set computer (RISC) [32] is a system with a small, 

highly-optimized set of instructions. The word "reduced" is used to describe 

that the work amount on each instruction is reduced. Compared to the 

instructions in a complex instructions set computer ( CISC) [33] in which 

several data memory cycles are required to execute a single instruction, RISC 

usually only requires one data memory cycle [34]. 

By simplifying the instructions, RISC can provide a higher performance for 

several reasons. Because it reduces the size of the instruction set, there is 

more area of the chip used for accelerating the performance of frequently 

used instructions. RISC simplifies the process from a high-level language to 

the hardware language, and the program in the instruction set becomes more 

efficient and easier to design. 

An ARM processor is based on the RISC architecture. It is used as the 

system processor in this project which is also the subject of the following 

chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

ARM Core 

This chapter describes some previous work on the ARM Core processor of this 

project. Section 3.1 introduces the basic framework of the processor as well 

as the Verilog instructions. Section 3.2 shows how the memory initialization 

files are simulated in order to run programs in the ARM Core processor on 

a target FPG A device. 

3.1 ARM Core Case 

The Amber processor core is a 32-bit Reduced Instruction Set Computing 

(RISC) processor which is a System-on-Chip processor and based on ARM 

Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) [7]. There are two versions of the pro

cessor: Amber 23 and Amber 25. The Amber 23 has a 3-stage pipeline in

cluding fetch, decode and execute, while the Amber 25 has a 5-stage pipeline 
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including fetch, decode, execute, memory and write back. The Amber 25 

provides two caches for instructions and data while the Amber 23 only has 

one cache for instructions and data. The Amber 25 instruction execution 

speed is faster than the Amber 23 [7]; therefore, the Amber 25 has overall 

better performance. 

In each cycle, only one instruction can be executed. If there are some previ

ous instructions waiting for executing in the instruction cache, the following 

instruction is stalled in the decode state by the control signals. According to 

the instruction executed, the data can be loaded and stored in the register. 

If there are some previous load and store instructions still in the register, the 

following instruction is also stalled. If either the cache for instructions or the 

cache for data is stalled, the pipeline will stall for one or more cycles. 

3.1.1 5-Stage Pipeline 

The Amber 25 pipeline has 5 stages: fetch, decode, execute, memory and 

write back. According to the instruction address, the instruction can be 

fetched in the instruction cache (icache). The icache is read only. There is 

an external memory which is used for storing the instructions. After reading 

it, the instruction is decoded. Then the control signals decide whether the 

instruction is going to be executed or stay in the decode state. In the exe

cute stage, the processor obtains the next instruction address and the data 

address. The instruction address is for the next cycle. Based on the data 
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address, the data will be stored in the data cache ( dcache). If there is no 

data address in the first cycle, the data can be written in the dcache. In the 

last stage, the data is written back to the register or is executed directly for 

the next cycle. The pipeline is shown in Figure 3.1. 

Instruction Cache 

Control Signals 

r-------,a~~~~~~~ 
I 3.Execute 

Data Address 

Write Data 

4.Memory t 
l ------, 
VH.J.1!!111 .. mH.PI ....... L , 

Data Cache ,-----] 1 s. Write Back 
h .. FIIIIIIIIIUIIIM 

Figure 3.1: Amber 25 5-Stage Pipeline [7] 
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3.1.2 Verilog Design 

The Amber 25 core is a verilog HDL design with the top-level module ARM 

Core. The Amber 25 core also needs to instantiate some other modules to 

complete the processor. According to the pipeline, these modules can be 

divided into 6 categories: fetch, decode, execute, memory, write back and 

assistant modules. 

Figure 3.2 shows all submodules in the ARM Core processor. Fetch is the 

first stage for fetching the instruction into the instruction cache. One of the 

sub-modules fetch uses is icache. In each cycle, there is only one instruction 

address to fetch. The following address is obtained from the output of the 

execute of the current cycle. In some complex shift operations, the address 

in the register needs to compare the address in the icache one cycle later. 

If they are different, the pipeline is stalled until the instruction address is 

fetched from memory via the wishbone bus [7]. 

The decode sub-module is the most complex part of the processor. After 

fetching, the instruction goes into the decode stage. In each cycle, there 

is only one instruction to decode. The control signal can decide if the in

struction goes into the execute stage. An interrupt signal is for an interrupt 

request and fast interrupt request. All the instructions are sequenced by the 

data path control signals. 

The execute sub-module instances register bank, barrel shift, alu and mul

tiply. In this stage, the instructions from the decode stage and operands 

reading from the register bank are executed. ALU provides AND, OR, XOR, 
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Figure 3.2: All Submodules of the ARM processor 
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NOT and some other basic functions. Multiply supports multiplication and 

multiply-accumulate. Normally, an operation needs around 38 clock cycles 

to complete [7]. Barrel shift provides 32-bit shifts. The instruction address 

as the output of the execute stage is prepared for the next cycle of the fetch 

stage. 

Memory is used for reading and writing data and data addresses. The data 

cache can store the data addresses. In the ARM Core processor, the tag 

RAM can read the data addresses. If there is no data from the execute 

stage, the data is read from the main memory. 

In the final stage, the data in dcache is going to write back to the register. 

The data in the register can be used in the execute stage for the next cycle. 

The coprocessor helps to cooperate the processor. The wishbone is an in

terface connecting the caches to an external memory. The following section 

explains the external memory. 

3.2 Memory Initialization 

To run a program on the SoC processor, the software program/ data should be 

included in the memory to simulate the processor. The memory provides the 

software program to execute as well as the initial input values of the program, 

and a result is created by simulating the program on the SoC processor on 

an FPGA architecture. As the memory file (with the extension .mem) that 

is created by the cross-compiler for the ARM processor cannot be read and 
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parsed by the simulator in the VTR project, the mem file is converted into 

a memory initialization file ( with the extension .mif) [35]. 

In this project, there are two types of memories. On-chip memories in the 

ARM Core include the caches, icache and dcache. These logical memories can 

be broken into small pieces to fit the physical memories size on the FPGA. 

To initialize the memory for simulation, the MIF file needs to be split, then 

loaded into the memories. In case of off-chip memories, the MIF file is not 

required to be split and can be simply simulated as an external memory unit. 

The external simulated memory is connected to the wishbone interface. 

Figure 3.3 shows a sample for a mem file. It provides data and addresses of 

the input file and several sections. For example, the text section starts from 

the address Ox00008000, and the section size is Oxdd8. So this text section 

serves from the address Ox00008000 to the address Ox00008dd8. 

3.2.1 Memory Initialization File 

A memory initialization file (MIF) is an ASCII text file [35]. It provides the 

initial values for a memory block, such as CAM, RAM and ROM. In a MIF 

file, it has addresses and data. Each address has its initial data value. Based 

on the data in the mem file of programs, it only needs to convert the mem 

file into a MIF file rather than creates a new MIF file. 

A memory initialization file is used for an input file for memory initialization 

during the process of simulation [35]. Since different memories have differ

ent sizes and different data, each memory block has an individual MIF file. 
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II Type SHT_PROCiBITS, stze 8xdd8, Start address exeoeeeeee, Ftte offset 8x8888. boffset e 
II Secti.on na~e .text.startup 
II Type SHT_PR0Ci8ITS, Stze 8x24, start address ex88888dds. Fi.le offset 8x8dds. boffset 8 
II Secti.on naflte .rodata.strl.4 
// Type SHT_PROCiBITS, stze 8x24, start address 8x86688dfc, Ftle offset exsdfc, boffset 8 
II Secti.on na~e .rodata.strl.1 
// Type SHT_PROCiBITS, stze 8x7, Start address 8x&eeese2e. Ftte offset exae28, boffset 6 
II Secti.on nane .bss 
II Type SHT_NOSITS, Size 8x4, Start address 8x88888e27, Fite offset 8x8e27,. boffset 3 
II .bss Du~p Zeros 
II Secti.on nane .ARM.attri.butes 
II Type ?7?, si.ze 8x29, Start address 8x88888880, Fite offset 6x8e27,. boffset 3 
II Secti.on nane .shstrtab 
II Type SHT_STRTAB, stze ex62, Start address exeeeeoeee, Fi.le offset exsese, boffset e 
II Secti.on nane .syMtab 
// Type SHT_SYHTAB, Size 8x3d8, Start address 8x80&88866, Ftte offset 6x9e44,. boffset 6 
II secti.on nane .strtab 
II Type SHT_STRTAB, Size 8x187, Start address 8x80&88866, Ftte offset 6x9414,. boffset 6 
@86866666 66686868 
@86868684 68686868 
@86868688 68686868 
@8686868c 68686868 
@86868616 68686868 
@86868614 68686868 
@86868618 68686868 
@8666661c 68686868 
@86868626 68686868 
@86868624 68686868 
@86868628 68686868 
@6686862c 60686868 
@06868636 68686868 
@86666634 66686868 
@66668638 66686868 
@6866683c 68666666 
@86666646 68666666 
@86668644 68666668 
@86868648 60666666 

Figure 3.3: Extract of helloworld.mem file 
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DEPTH= 32 
WIDTH= 128 
ADDRESS_RADIX = HEX; 
DATA_RADIX = HEX; 
CONTENT 
BEGIN 

08088080 
08888010 
08888020 
00088030 
00088040 
00009050 
08808860 
00800070 
08088080 
88888098 
880880a0 
000800b8 
000000ce 
000888d0 
080888e0 
080088f0 
00009188 
80008110 
88088128 
80080138 
80008148 
08800150 
08000160 

00000080088080080000080088000880; 
00800880080080080080008080000880; 
00800880088088088088080880880888; 
88088008080080800808800000000800; 
80000088000008808808000800880000; 
88088080088008808888800888888808; 
00888888888880000088088088808088; 
00888888808808000888888088008888; 
00000080880008088888080880080080; 
00800800088088088088088880000888; 
00000080088088888008008000000888; 
00888808800008008080888088888880; 
08800808800800808080880880888880; 
88880808800000800080888880888880; 
09809880088000088088088088088008; 
08808800808008888888888888088088; 
00800880888880800888008000888808; 
80888888880880880808008008008000; 
00008000008888800800008000008000; 
80808808800080880080888888888088; 
00e9ee0000000000e0e0000900ee0000; 
00880800000800088008000000080080; 
00e000000000000000ee0e000e0ee000; 

Figure 3.4: Keywords in helloworld.mif file 
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Figure 3.4 shows an example of a MIF file. A MIF file starts with the key

words, DEPTH, WIDTH, ADDRESS_RADIX and DATA_RADIX. DEPTH 

provides the bit size of the data address. If DEPTH is 4, the address size 

is 4-bits. WIDTH provides the bit size of the data. ADDRESS_RADIX and 

DATA_RADIX which provide the values of addresses and data can be written 

in the format of binary (BIN), hexadecimal (HEX), octal (OCT) and dec

imal (DEC). DEPTH and WIDTH should be entered as decimal numbers. 

Between "CONTENT BEGIN "and "END"is the specific values of addresses 

and data. By using the percent "%", some comments are added at the end 

of a single line. 

3.2.2 Split Memory 

The memory block size is described by its width and depth. The width of 

a memory provides the number of bits within each word. The depth of a 

memory provides the number of addresses that the memory can store. 

In order to program a physical FPG A, a logical memory block can be mapped 

to a homologous physical memory hard block [36]. If the size of a logical 

memory block is larger than the size of the targeted physical memory block, 

the logical memory block has to be split into two or more smaller logical 

memory blocks; if the logical size is smaller than the physical size, the logical 

memory block should be padded to match the size of the physical memory 

block. 

In the verilog file of a25_dcache and a25Jcache, these two modules instance 
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a single-port ram. The single-port ram provides the depth and width for a 

logical memory. An FPG A architecture file describes the depth and width 

for a physical memory block. For example, a physical memory mode is 4096 

* 36, a logical single port ram is 256 * 128. The width of the logical memory 

block is larger than the width of the physical memory block. So the memory 

should be split into two smaller pieces. Each memory size is 256 * 64 which 

is also larger than the physical memory size. Using the same method to 

trade-off the logical and physical memory size, the logical memory block is 

split into 4 smaller memory blocks with the size 256 * 32. If the logical width 

is smaller than the physical width, it is necessary to pad the memory data 

bits. 

If the depth with n address bits needs to be split, the depth will be n-1 

address bits after splitting (36]. For example, the depth of 4-bit address is 

16(24
). After splitting, the depth is 8(23) with 3-bit address. The rest can be 

deduced from this result to match the physical memory depth. If the logical 

depth is smaller than the physical depth, it is necessary to pad the memory 

addresses. 
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Chapter 4 

Methodology 

4.1 Simulating External Memory 

Chapter 3 states the icache and dcache utilize the on-chip memories of the 

FPGA, which temporarily store data. SPRAM is the Level 1 cache for the 

ARM Core. Each cycle, it can only store one data item. The external me

mory is the main memory for storing a large amount of data. SPRAM is 

closer to the ARM Core but is smaller than the external memory. Compared 

to SPRAM, SDRAM is the external memory and services as the main me

mory of a circuit on the FPGA. As SDRAM is further away from the ARM 

Core and FPG A, the speed is slower. 

In the ARM Core, the wishbone submodule services the memory access re

quests from the external memory. In each cycle, the execute stage provides 

a data address. The wishbone receives memory access requests via the wish-
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bone bus. Then the wishbone submodule transfers this data address to the 

external memory. According to the data address in the MIF file, the address 

contents can be transferred back to the ARM Core. 

If the value of write-enable is 1, the data is echoed back to the ARM Core 

after it is written. Write access can be done in a single cycle on the wishbone 

bus. In the next cycle, a new transfer will start on the wishbone bus. Figure 

4.1 shows the simulation of the external memory with the ARM Core. 

ljrq lflrq i_system_rdy 

Ldk 

r~·-+····+· .. ·······!·······1 

I -.. i ,,,. 

i 
i_wb ... err ! -

I 
L .. ff 1J ., ........... 1 .... 1 . .IIH.I .. J .. J. U .. Jll!I.IU! 

wishbone 

i 

J 

lwh_dat 
l_wb_ac:k 

o~wh~aair ~ 
o_wb_sel 
o_wb_we 
o_wb_dat 
o_wb_qc 
o_wb_stb 

(Memory) 
SDRAM 

Address: 
Data 

Figure 4.1: All Inputs and Outputs when Simulating an External Memory 
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4.2 Testing ARM Core in ODIN II 

The goal of this thesis is to investigate a System-on-Chip processor on an 

FPGA architecture. As the VTR workflow is divided into three subsections, 

the ARM Core can first be tested in ODIN II. Modelsim [37] is an ASIC 

and FPGA simulator that provides a unified debug environment for Verilog, 

HDL and SystemC. As Modelsim can not add or delete some functionality 

of the FPGA, it is only used as a verification tool. 

The simulation in ODIN II starts with the input vectors of the circuit and 

computes in the ARM Core processor. The input nodes can be stored in an 

input vector file, and once all the output vectors are processed, the output 

values can be stored in an output vector file. The input and output vectors 

are used for the correctness of the ARM Core processor. 

The Modelsim simulator begins with the input values either by generating 

them randomly or using a defined input vector file which is provided by users. 

The output values are created by simulating the ARM Core processor in the 

Modelsim simulator. There will be two output vector files: one is computed 

in ODIN II, another one is created in Modelsim. 
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i_core_stal.l. I i_execute I i_function[l:8J I o_done I o_flags(l:eJ I o_out[31:8] 
ODIN-II HodelSim I ODIN-II ModelSiln I ODIN-II Model.Sim I ODIN-II ModetSiJw I ODIN-II Model.Sim J ODIN-II Model.Sim I 

·-----------------------+-----------------------+-----------------------~-----------------------~-----------------------+----------------------~ 1 1 I e e I 8x2 8x2 • • I ext lxl I exeeeeeeee exee*Hel 
1 1 I ex2 8x2 • • I lxl 8x1 I ex""'"' 8x8888ffe81 
e • I lx2 8x2 • 8 I lx2 8x2 I 8xFFD722E3 8xFFD722E3I 
1 1 I 8,cl exe • • I ax2 8x2 I 8,cffD722E3 8xFFD722E3j 
1 1 I 8x2 8x2 • • I axe exe I lx184E864E 8x184E864EI 
1 1 I tlxl axe • • I 8x2 8x2 I 8xDF68C568 8xDF68C568J 
1 1 I ext 8x1 e • I 8x8 exe I 8x4137A4E4 8x4137A4E41 
8 • I ex2 8x2 • 8 I 8x2 8x2 I txDA782234 8xDA782234I 
1 1 I 8x2 8x2 8 8 I 8x2 ex2 I 8xDA782234 8xDA782234j 
1 1 8x1 lxl • • I 8x8 exe I 8x603C111A ex6D3Cl11AJ • 8 8xl 8xl • • I axe exe J 8x369E888D 8x369E888DJ 
1 1 •xa axe • • I ext exe I ex3&9eesso 8,c369Ee88DI 
e • lx3 8x3 • • I exe 8x8 I 8x184F8446 8x184F8446f 
e • 8x3 8x3 • 8 I axe exe I 8x184 Fl446 8x184F84461 
1 1 8x1 8x1 • • I axe 8x8 I 8x1B4F8446 8x184F8446l • • 8x2 lx2 • • I 8x2 8x2 I tx8DA78223 8x80A78223J 
a • 8x3 8x3 • • I 8x2 tx2 I 8x8DA78223 8,c80A78223j 
1 1 8x2 8x2 • • I 8x2 8x2 I 8x8DA78223 8x8DA78223l 
1 1 8x1 8x1 • • I 8x2 8x2 I 8xC6D3CU1 8xC603Cllll 
1 1 8d 8x3 • • I 8x2 ex2 I lxE369Ett88 8xE3S9E888j • 8 ax2 8x2 • • I lx2 tx2 I lxF184F844 8xF1B4F844f 

~ 8 • I 1 1 ex3 8x3 • • I 8x2 8x2 I 8xF1B4F844 8xF184Fl441 
(.0 • • I I • ex2 8x2 • 8 I 8x2 lx2 I 8xF8DA7822 lxF8DA7822I 

e • exe exe • e I lx2 8x2 I exF8DA7822 8xF8DA7822I 
I • 8x2 8x2 I • • I 8x2 ex2 t 8,cf8DA7822 8xF80A7822j 
1 1 I axe 8xl • • I ex2 8x2 I lxF8DA7822 txF8DA7822f 
8 • I 8x8 axe • • I ex2 8x2 I 8xFC6D3C11 8xFC603Cllf • • I 8x2 8x2 • • I 8x2 8x2 I 8xFC6D3C11 8xFC6D3Clll 
I • I lx1 8x1 • 8 I tx2 8x2 I 8xFC6D3C11 8xFC603C11 f 
1 1 I 8xl 8x1 • 8 I 8x2 ex2 I 8xFC6D3C11 8xFC6D3C11I 
1 1 I axe lxl • • I exe exe I 8x7E369EH 8x7E369E88j 
1 1 I axe exe • • I 8x2 8x2 I txBF184F84 lx8F184F84f 
8 8 I exe 8x8 • • I 8x2 lx2 f 8xOF8DA782 81CDF8DA782f • e I 8x8 8x8 • • I 8x2 8x2 I 8x0F8DA782 8xDF80A782I 
e a I 8x3 8x3 • • I 8x2 ex2 I 8xDF8DA782 8xDF8DA7B2I 
1 1 I axe exe • • I 8x2 ex2 f 81CDF8DA782 8x0F8DA7B2I • 8 I lxl exe • • I 8x2 lx2 f 8xEFC6D3C1 txEFC603C1f 
8 ' I ex3 8x3 8 • I 8x2 8x2 f 8xEFC6D3C1 8xEFC603C1f 
8 • I 8x3 8x3 e • I ex2 8x2 I 8xEFC6D3C1 8xEFC6D3Clf • • I 8xl 8x1 • • I 8x2 8x2 I 8xEFC603C1 8xEFC6D3C1I • • I 8.x2 8x2 • e I 8x2 tx2 I 8xEFC603Cl 8xEFC6D3Clj 
1 l I axl 8xl • • I 8x2 ex2 I 8xEFC6D3C1 8xEFC603C11 
1 1 I 8x2 8x2 • • I ex2 lx2 I 8xF7El69E8 8xF7E369E81 

Figure 4.2: Results of Submodule a25_multiply.v 



As described in Chapter 3, the ARM Core processor in ODIN II is a modified 

Verilog file. The modified ARM Core is simulated in ODIN II and has the 

same output values compared to the output of the original ARM Core when 

simulated in Modelsim. According to the output values a result file is created. 

It provides the convenience for verifying the correctness of the modified ARM 

Core. The result file includes the input and output values both in ODIN II 

and Modelsim. Figure 4.2 shows the results of the submodule a25_multiply. 

As the ARM Core can be divided into several submodules, the submodules 

need to be verified before combining these submodules into the whole ARM 

Core. If the output values in ODIN II are the same as the values in Modelsim, 

the simulations match. If not, the submodule ( or ODIN II) needs to be 

debugged. Some syntax is not supported in ODIN II while it does work 

in Modelsim. For example, Modelsim can do the assignment with multiply 

operation: 16{l'dl }, but ODIN II needs to modify the assignment: 16'hff. 

Currently, ODIN II does not support override conditions for if and case 

blocks. In this case, the modified submodule should reorder the nodes in 

the blocks so that a signal is only assigned once. Figure 4.3 performs an 

"if block "in the submodule a25_decode. According to different conditions, 

controLstate_nxt can be assigned different values. If there is a new match 

condition, controLstate_nxt will be assigned a new value. The value of 

controLstate_nxt could be rewritten many times until the la.st condition. 

For the "if block", the submodule has to reorder the conditions by priority 

level. The la.st condition takes the highest priority level which overrides 
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// This should come at the end,'so that conditional execution works 
// correctly 
if { instruction valid 

end 

begin -
// default is to stay in execute state, or to move into this 
// state from a conditional execute state 
control_state_nxt = EXECUTE; 

if { current write pc) 
control=state=nxt = PC_STALLl; 

if ( load op && instruction[l5:12] 
control_state_nxt = MEM_WAITl; 

// ldm rx, {pc} 

4'dl5) // load new PC value 

if (type== MTRANS && instruction[28] && mtrans_regl == 4'dl5) // Write to PC 
control_state_nxt = MEM_WAITl; 

if type;;: MTRANS && !conflict && mtrans num registers!= 5'd0 
&& mtrans-num-registers != S'dl 

control_state_nxt = MTRANS_EXECl; - -

if type== MULT && !conflict) 
control_state_nxt.: MULT_PROCl; 

if (type== SWAP && !conflict) 
control_state_nxt = SWAP_WRITE; 

if (type== CORTRANS && !und request && !conflict) 
control_state_nxt = COPRO_WAIT; 

// interrupt overrides everything else so its last 
if ( interrupt && ! conflict } 

control ____ state .... nxt = INr ___ WAITl; 
end 

Figure 4.3: If Block in Submodule a25_decode.v 
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everything else. In this case, the first condition should be interrupt &:&: 

conflict, and the rest should be deduced by priority. Finally, the block has 

the same function with the original module and can be supported in ODIN 

IL Figure 4.4 shows the modified block. 

4.3 

if ( instructi.on valid ) 

end 

begin -

if ( interrupt && !conflict 
control state nxt = INT WAITl; 

else ··· ··· ··· 

begin 

end 

if ( type == MTRANS && instruction[28] && 111trans ___ regl == 4'dl5 ) // Write to PC 
control_ state_ nxt "' MEl'I _ WAITl; 

etse if ( type == MTRANS && !conflict && 111trans_num_registers != 5'd8 
&& mt rans _num r·egisters != S • dl ) 

control_state_nxt = MTRANS_EXECl; ··· ··· 

else if ( type == HULT && !conflict ) 
control_state_nxt "MULT_PROCl; 

else if { type == SWAP && !confli.ct ) 
control .... state ___ nxt " SWAP ___ WRITE; 

else if ( type == CORTRANS && !und request && !conflict ) 
control ___ state ___ mc.t = COPRO ____ WAlT; 

else 
begin 

end 

if ( load op && .instruction[ l.~: 12] = 4' d15 } 
control_state_nxt = MEM_WAIT1; 

else 
begin 

end 

if( curr-ent write pc ) 
con"trol_state_nxt = PC_STALll; 

else 
control_state_nxt = EXECUTE; 

Figure 4.4: Modified If Block in a25_decode 

Arm Core on VTR Workflow 

After simulation of the ARM Core in ODIN II, the ARM Core will go through 

ABC and VPR which are the remaining parts of the VTR workflow. The 
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process is using the VTR 7.0 Full Release [38][39], which is available online. 

ODIN II creates a netlist BLIF file as the interface with ABC. If the ARM 

Core is simulated with all soft logic blocks, the ARM Core requires 500,000 

L UTs. The circuit is about 5x bigger than the largest one previously in the 

VTR project [38]. And the complexity is increased as the benchmark has 

more than one million nodes. In this case, it will take a long time to run 

the whole circuit and the memory requirements of the computer is at least 

16GB. Otherwise, VPR will exit out because the circuit will just consume all 

the memory on the system. 

4.4 Programs on the Processor 

To test the programs on the ARM Core processor, the programs must be com

piled before running the simulations. A cross-compiler can be downloaded 

from Code Sourcery online [40]. The cross-compiler includes mini-libc, tools 

and include. Mini-libc is a C library, this includes some functions such as 

printf, strcpy and so on. Tools are for converting the .exe file into a .mem 

file. There are two applications as experimental programs. One is a simple 

stand-alone example: hello-world.c; another one is dhrystone which performs 

no OS calls in the measurement loop [41]. The applications are all C pro

grams and the applications are compiled with gee (arm-none-linux gee) using 

makefiles that defines the sources and target to simulate the programs on the 

ARM Core processor. 
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The following is the example hello-world.c. The stdio.h refers to the mini

library. The application can compile in mini-libc so it can run stand-alone 

with external libraries. A .mem file is created after compiling. The .mem 

file is divided into several sections. At the top of the .mem file, it states the 

locations of different sections. 

# include "stdio.h" 

main() 

{ 

} 

printf("hello, world!\n"); 

/*Flush out UART FIFO *I 

printf(" 

_testpass(); 

"); 

Figure 3.3 (in Section 3.2) provides part of the hello-world.mem file. Because 

the hello-world.c file contains code and data, the mem file can divide the 

program into different sections. The code section will be placed in ROM and 

data or variables section can be stored in RAM. For example, .text section 

is the code section which is located from Ox8000 to Ox8dd8 .. rodata section 

is the read-only constants of the program. There are two strings "Hello, 

World!" and '"'. The .data section does not exist because the program does 

not have any initialized global variables and this section is empty. Otherwise, 

if the program contains initialized variables, the values will be loaded into 
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the .data section. Since the .mem file can not be simulated in ODIN II, it 

needs to be converted to a .mif file running on the SoC processor. 

4.5 FPGA Architectures with hard blocks 

Heterogeneous architectures are mostly used on FPGA devices. Homoge

neous architectures only contain an array of logic blocks. Each part of the 

circuit can be reprogrammed and the structure of the architecture can be 

reused many times. For example, k6_N10-40nm.xml is a homogeneous ar

chitecture file which is also an island-style FPGA architecture. It uses size 

6-LUTs with 10-size clusters for 40nm technology. All the architecture files 

are written in XML format. 

To achieve the goal of increasing the performance and area-efficiency of the 

FPGA, heterogeneous architectures combine hard logic block structures with 

some soft logic blocks. The hard logic blocks can not be changed once they 

are created. Common hard blocks that appear on modern FPGAs are Mem

ories, Multipliers and Adders. To use these hard blocks in the VTR flow, the 

designer needs to add hard blocks to the FPGA in the architecture file. In this 

project, hard blocks Memories, Multipliers and Adders are required to add 

in the architecture file. Three different models are generated in the following. 

Figure 4.5 shows the hard block Memories in the" k6_N10__mem32K-40nm.xml" 

architecture file. The Memory size is 32Kb. Ports we, addr, data and elk 

are inputs in the mode of single port RAM, and there are double input ports 
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<Ptodels> 
<Aodel naP'le="slngle_port_rafll"> 

<i.nput_ports> 
<port naAe=nwe"/> 
<port nar,e;"addr"/> 
<port naMe="data 11 /> 
<port naAe:::;"clk" ts_clock;;::"1" /> 

</tnput_ports> 
<output_ports> 

<port naAe;"out"/> 
</output_ports> 

</Aodel> 

<Aodel narte="dual_port_raP1 11 > 
<lnput_ports> 

<port naAe="we1"/> 
<port naM="we2"/> 
<port naAe;;::"addrlll /> 
<port nafl'!e="addr2"/> 
<port nafl'!e="datal"/> 
<port naAe;"data2"/> 
<port naAe="clk" i.s_clock="l"/> 

</input_ports> 
<output_ports> 

<port naAe="outl"/> 
<port naAe;::;"out2"/> 

</output_ports> 
</Aodel> 

</fl'!odels> 

<pb_type nafl'te;;::"r,e!'lory" height:::::"6" area:::::"548068"> 

<input nal'le:::"addr1" nuA_plns="lS"/> 
<input naAe="addr2" nul"!_plns;;::"15"/> 
<lnput naAe="data" nuA_ptns="64"/> 
<lnput naAe="wel" nul'\_plns=''l" /> 
<input naMe="we2'' nuA_plns="1" /> 
<output naAe="out" nur1_pi.ns="64"/> 
<clock naAe::::"clk" nuPl_plns::::"1"/> 

Figure 4.5: Model Memories in the Architecture File 
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of we, addr, data in the dual port RAM. The ports data and out can be 

split into smaller bit widths and the minimum size is 1 bit. The lower part 

specifies the size of each port. Port addr size is 15 and port data size is 64. 

Since the memory is 32Kb, it can operate from 512b*64 to 32Kb *1 for a 

single port RAM and from 1024b*32 to 32Kb*l for a dual port RAM. For 

example, if the memory is a 1024b*32 single port RAM, the input of address 

is addr [9: OJ due to the number of address pins is 10, and the input of data 

is data [31: O] because the number of data pins is 32. The mode is described 

as follows (Figure 4.6). 

<!'!Ode nal'IE.'="l'!el'I_Hl:Z4x32_sp"> 
<pb_type nal'l«!"'"l'len •• ltl24x32_sp• bl if.)'lodel"'". subckt si.ngle_port •. ra,i" classz",ier,ory" nu!'l __ pb,,,,"1 "> 

<lnput nal'le"'" addr" nu111_ptm,= • H'I • por t_class=" address"/> 
<i.nput narie .. "data" nur1_ptns"' • 32." por t_c l ass ... ''data_ ln" /> 
<i.nput na!'le="we" nul'l_ptns=" l." port_ctass,.•wrt te_en" /> 
<output nal'le="out" nuf'l_plns:" 32" port_class,.,"data_out" /> 
<clock na!'le""''clk" nul'l_ptns"'" l" port_class"'"clock "/> 
<T_setup value:"S69e·12" porh"P!el'l_1El24x32_sp.addr" clock="clk" /> 
<T_setup value="569e·12" port="l'lel'l __ te24x32 ... sp.data" clock="clk" /> 
d_setup value="SEl9e· 12" port="flleM_ta24x32_sp.we" ctock="clk" J;. 
<T __ clock_to_Q l'lax,,,"1.2.34e·9" por-t,,,"~_1624x3Z_sp.out" clock,.,"clk"/> 
<power !'lethod,,,"pin-toggle''> 

<port nal'le="clk" energy_per _toggle="9.0e-12" /> 
<static_power power ... l)er ... tnstance="6,6" /> 

</power> 
</pb_type> 
<tnterconnect> 

<dlrec.t nal"\e,,,"addressl" lnput,.,"l'lel'lor y, addr1[9:e}" output="l"lefll_1024x32_sp. addr •,. 
<delay _constant l'laxa." 1.32.e-12" tn_porh "l'ltmory. addr 1[ 9: 6 J" out_port .. ''Mel'l_1624x32_sp. addr '' /> 

</dtrect> 
<direct na!'le="datal" input:•l'!eP10ry .data[31: er output:::"!'lel'l .. 1624x32 ..• sp.data"> 

<delay_constant 111ax="132e·· 12" tn_port=''Mel'lory .data[31.:6 J" out_port="l'leM_l624X'.12_sp.data» /> 
</dtrect> 
<di.rect nane;;;''wri. teenl" tnput;"fllel'loq1 .wel'' output="l"len-1624x32_sp.we"> 

<delay_constant l'lilx="132e-12" i.n_port="l'!eMory .wel" out_port="MM_162.4x32_sp.we" /> 
</dtrect> 
<direct nal'!e,."dataoutl." tnput .. "111e1'1_1El24x32_sp.out" output="l'lePtOry.out[31:6]"> 

<delay_constant l'lax:,,,"48e-12•· 1..n_port.,,.'·Mef'I_Hl24x32._sp.out" out_port,,,"Meriory .out[31 :e]" /> 
</dtrect> 
<di..n~ct nal'le:"clk" lnput="Mel'lory.clk" output,,,.~Plef'l_1624x32_sp.clk"> 
</dtrect> 

<{interconnect> 
</!'!Ode> 

Figure 4.6: Specify a 1024b*32 Single Port Mode 

"k6_N10_chain-40nm.xml" has the hard block Adders and the Adder mode 
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<models> 
<model name="adder"> 

<input_ports> 
<port name="a"/> 
<port name="b"/> 
<port name="cin"/> 

</input _____ ports> 
<output_ports> 

<port name="cout"/> 
<port name="sumout"/> 

</output ___ ports> 
</model> 

</models> 

<input name="a 1
' num_pins="4" /> 

<input name="b" num_pins="4"/> 
<input name="cin" num pins="l"/> 
<output name="cout" num pins="l"/> 
<output name="sumout" n"i:1m_pins="4" /> 

Figure 4.7: Mode Adder in the Architecture File 

is specified in the architecture file (Figure 4. 7). Ports a and b are two input 

operands, port cin represents carry in. Port cout represents carry out and 

port sumout is the result of this operation. The port sumout size should be 

the same as the size of port a and b. Since the size of sum.out is 4 bits, the 

hard block Adder is also called a 4-bit Adder. 

"k6_N10_frac-40nm.xml" contains the hard block Multipliers as Figure 4.8. 

Ports a and b with 36 pins are the inputs of the Multiply block. This Mul

tiplier is a 36*36 fracturable Multiply, so it can operate as two 18*18 Mul

tipliers and each 18*18 Multiply can further fracture to two 9*9 Multipliers. 
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<models> 
<model name=11 multiply 11 > 

<input_ports> 
<port name="a"/> 
<port name="b"/> 

</input_ports> 
<output_ports> 

<port name="out"/> 
</output_ports> 

</model> 

</models> 

<input name="a" num_pins="36"/> 
<input name="b" num_pins="36'' /> 
<output name="out" num_pins="72"/> 

<mode name="two divisible mult 18x18"> - - -
<pb ...... type name="divisible ...... mul t ...... 18x18" num ...... Pb="2"> 

<input name="a" num ...... Pins="18"/> 
<input name="b 11 num ...... Pins="18"/> 
<output name="out" num ...... Pins="36 11 /> 

Figure 4.8: Mode Multiply in the Architecture File 
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Chapter 5 

Evaluations 

In this chapter, the experimental results are reported by implementing the 

methodology process. There are four main parts: the evaluation for the 

ARM Core simulated in ODIN II, the ARM Core on the VTR workflow, 

the programs on the processor and a comparison between multiplier support 

alternatives. Finally, a better FPGA architecture file is concluded based on 

the results of all experiments. The experiments are tested in a 64-bit Ubuntu 

machine. 

5.1 ARM Core in ODIN II 

The SoC processor has three benchmarks in this project: Single ARM Core 

processor, Dual ARM Core processor and Single ARM Core processor with 

multiplier support. 
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5.1.1 Single ARM Core processor in ODIN II 

All experiments are performed using the arm_core. v benchmark with different 

architectures: k6..N10-40nm.xml ( all soft logic blocks), k6_N10..mem32K-40n

m.xml (with HB Memories), k6_N10_frac-40nm.xml (with HB Multipliers), 

k6..NlO_chain_-40nm.xml (with HB Adders), k6_frac_N10..mem32K-40nm.xml 

(with HB Multipliers and Memories), k6..N10_chain..mem32K-40nm.xml (with 

HB Adders and Memories) and k6Jrac..N10_frac_chain..mem32K-40nm.xml 

(with HB Adders, Multipliers and Memories). 

Table 5.1 shows the results of the single ARM Core benchmark after run

ning in ODIN II. The third and fourth columns are the number of nodes and 

connections generated by ODIN II. The number of HB Multipliers and HB 

Adders are computed from the BLIF file. In ODIN II, the HB Adders are 

used to do ADD and MINUS functions. The two values in the sixth column 

presents the numbers of HB Adders to perform add/ subtract operations. If 

there are no HB Adders or HB Multipliers in an architecture file, the num

ber would be 0. The seventh column presents the number of Adders in the 

longest chain. 

By using HB Memories, 1,241,344 nodes and 4,015,624 connections are re

duced. By using HB Adders, 421 nodes and 1263 connections are reduced. 

834 HB Adders and 4 7 HB Minus are used respectively. In the longest chain, 

130 HB Adders are employed in additions and subtractions. Hence, there 

are 1,241,765 (96.2%) nodes and 4,016,887 (95.3%) connections saved if the 

architecture has HB Memories, Adders and Multipliers. 
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01 
t,.,j 

case 

Soft logic blocks 
HB Mems 

HB Multipliers 

HB Adders 

HB Multipliers 
&Mems 

HB Adders 
&Mems 

HB Multipliers 
& Adders & Mems 

Table 5.1: Results of Single ARM Core processor in ODIN II 

Architecture # of # of # of 
File Nodes Connections Multipliers 

k6_Nl 0-40nm.xml 1290643 4216370 0 
k6_NlO_mem32K-40nm.xml 49299 200746 0 

k6_Nl O_frac-40nm.xml 1290643 4216370 0 

k6_Nl O_chain_ 40nm.xml 1290222 4215107 0 

k6_frac_NlO_mem32K_40nm.xml 49299 200746 0 

k6_Nl0_chain_mem32K-40nm.xml 48878 199483 0 

k6_frac_Nl O_frac_chain_ -
48878 199483 0 mem32K-40nm.xml 

# of # of Adders in 
Adders the longest chain 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

834+47 
130 

=881 

0 0 

834+47 
130 

=881 
834+47 

130 
=881 



5.1.2 ARM Core processor using HB Multipliers in 

ODIN II 

Table 5.1 shows that the number of nodes and connections is not reduced if 

an architecture file has HB Multipliers, and there is no HB Multipliers used 

in all experiments. This is because a submodule a25_multiply is performing 

multiply operations in the ARM Core processor. 

This submodule is using the Booth algorithm to do multiply and multiply

accumulate operations. The multiplicand and multiplier are set to two 32-bit 

inputs. A 32-bit output as the rightmost 32-bit of the result is written to 

the destination register. The multiplication is performed in 34 clock cycles. 

This algorithm is a small but slow multiplier implementation. 

In this case, there are no logical multiply blocks created in ODIN II and 

there are no nodes and connections used for multiply functions. Therefore, 

the number of nodes and connections does not change and no HB Multiplier 

is created. 

ODIN II can create soft logic to support the multiply operation. The bench

mark arm_core_with_multiply.v is a modified ARM Core processor which uses 

ODIN II to elaborate the multiply operation. Table 5.2 shows the results of 

the modified ARM Core using HB multipliers. 1581 nodes and 4123 connec

tions are reduced by using one HB Multiplier. 
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Table 5.2: Results of Modified ARM Core processor using HB Multipliers 

case # of Nodes # of Connections # of Multipliers 
soft logic 1291464 4218082 0 

with HB Multipliers 1289883 4213959 1 
HB Multipliers 

48539 198335 1 
& Adders & Mems 

5.1.3 Dual ARM Core Processor in ODIN II 

A dual ARM Core processor is a single component with two processing units. 

These two cores can read and execute program instructions at the same time, 

which can increase overall speed for parallel computing. In this project, ex

periments use a homogeneous dual ARM Core processor. It only has identical 

ARM Cores. 

The benchmark is double_arm_core.v. A new top module is created to arbi

trate between the two cores which are the submodule arm_core_O.v (ARM-0) 

and arm_core_l.v (ARM-1). Figure 5.1 shows a diagram of a generic dual 

ARM Core processor. 

The processor implements dual processing in a single circuit. Each ARM 

Core has its own inputs: Lirq, Lfirq and Lsystem_rdy. It also has iden

tical inputs: Lclk,Lwb_dat, Lwb_err, Lwb_ack. Wishbone is the interface 

of the processor and an external memory. It passes the data from a MIF 

file to the processor, and also delivers the results executed by ARM Cores to 

the MIF file. There is a signal state to decide which ARM Core executes 

the instructions in one cycle. If the state is 0, the data will go into the 

ARM-0. The ARM-0 would simulate one program and send back the results 
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to the MIF file. The ARM-1 would also receive the same input Lwb_dat 

but does not execute the instructions in this cycle. If the state is 1, the 

data obtained from the MIF file would switch to the ARM-1. The ARM-1 

simulates another program and the ARM-0 does not do anything during this 

time. 

The experiments are needed to test the dual ARM Core processor run

ning in ODIN II. They are performed using the double_arm_core.v bench

mark with different architectures: k6_N10-40nm.xml ( all soft logic blocks), 

k6_N10_mem-32K-40nm.xml (with HB memories), k6_NlO_frac-40nm.xml (with 

HB Multipliers), k6_N10_chain-40nm.xml (with HB Adders), k6_frac_N10_mem32K-40-

nm.xml ( with HB Multipliers and Memories), k6_N10_chain_mem32K-40nm.-

xml ( with HB Adders and Memories) and k6_frac_N10_frac_chain_mem32K-4-

0nm.xml (with HB Adders, Multipliers and Memories). 

Table 5.3 shows the results of the double ARM Core benchmark after running 

in ODIN II. The third and fourth columns are the number of nodes and con

nections generated by ODIN II. The number of HB Multipliers and Adders 

are computed from the BLIF file. In ODIN II, the HB Adders are used to do 

ADD and MINUS functions respectively. The two values in the sixth column 

presents the numbers of HB Adders used for ADD and MINUS. If there are 

no HB Adders or Multipliers, the number would be 0. The seventh column 

presents the number of Adders in the longest chain. 

If the architecture only includes soft logic blocks, the nodes and connections 

are almost twice as much as the results of the single ARM Core simulation. 
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By using HB Memories, 2,482,688 nodes and 8,031,248 connections are re

duced. By using HB Adders, 782 nodes and 2346 connections are reduced. 

In the longest chain, 130 HB Adders are employed in additions and subtrac

tions. Hence, there are 2,483,470 nodes and 8,033,594 connections are saved 

if the architecture has HB Memories, Adders and Multipliers. The bench

marks, single ARM Core and dual ARM Core, with different architectures 

in ODIN II pass the verification. 
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Table 5.3: Results of Dual ARM Core processor in ODIN II 

Architecture # of # of 
File Nodes Connections 

k6_Nl0-40nm.xml 2581114 8433058 

k6_NlO_mem32K-40nm.xml 98426 401810 

k6__N10_frac-40nm.xml 2581114 8433058 

k6_Nl O_chain-40nm.xml 2580332 8430712 

k6_frac__N10_mem32K-40nm.xml 98426 401810 

k6_Nl0_chain_mem32K-40nm.xml 97644 399464 

k6_frac__N10_frac_chain_-
97644 399464 mem32K-40nm.xml 

# of # of # of Adders in 
Multipliers Adders the longest chain 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 
1412+89 

130 
=1501 

0 0 0 

0 
1412+89 

130 
=1501 

0 
1412+89 

130 
=1501 



5.2 ARM Core in VTR workflow 

In this section, the experiments are conducted with different architectures. 

The architectures can be divided into three types: 1) with different HBs; 2) 

with different size of HB Adders; 3) with different size of HB Multipliers. 

5.2.1 ARM Core Processor in VTR workflow 

The experiments in this section use two benchmarks: single ARM Core pro

cessor and dual ARM Core processor. If an architecture file has no HB 

Memories, the simulation process would take more than 10 days and the 

VTR workflow would fail as the BLIF file is too big for placement and rout

ing in the VPR step. So all the architectures we used in the VTR flow have 

HB Memories. 

5.2.1.1 Single ARM Core Processor in VTR workflow 

The benchmark is using the same single ARM Core processor arm_core.v. 

Table 5.4 shows the results of the single ARM Core processor after running 

through the whole VTR workflow. The second column presents the number 

of single-port RAM and dual-port RAM blocks. The third column presents 

the number of CLBs. The fourth column presents the number of HB Adders. 

The fifth column shows the number of LUTs which is the summation from 

1-L UTs to 6-L UTs. By using HB Adders, the number of CLBs and L UTs 

will increase. 
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Table 5.4: Results of Single ARM Core processor in VTR 

# of # of # of # of CPD # of min 
case 

Mems CLBs Adds LUTs (ns) chan width 
HB Mems 1192 1116 0 13697 17.6817 115 
HB Adders 

1192 5191 537 19594 48.6357 61 &Mems 
HB Multipliers & 

1192 1183 537 13812 21.4393 106 Adders & Mems 

The single ARM Core does not support multiplication, the number of HB 

Multipliers is always 0. Critical Path Delay (CPD) is generated after packing 

and routing in the VTR flow. The value of CPD is different due to the differ

ent packing and routing solutions for each time using simulated annealing. 

The ARM Core should be compiled in the VTR flow at least three times 

and obtain an average value for CPD and the minimum channel width. The 

minimum channel width is reduced as the number of CLBs is increased. This 

is due to more routing resources available when more CLBs are used, thus 

reducing the required routing resources at a given CLB. 

5.2.1.2 Dual ARM Core processor in the VTR workflow 

The benchmark is using the same dual ARM Core processor double_arm_core.v. 

Table 5.5 shows the results of the dual ARM Core benchmark after running 

through the whole VTR workflow. The cases with no HB Memories are re

moved as the VTR can not process the circuits. The second column presents 

the number of single-port RAM and dual-port RAM blocks. The third col

umn presents the number of CLBs. The fourth column presents the number 
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of HB Adders. The fifth column shows the number of LUTs which is the 

summation from 1-LUTs to 6-LUTs. Compared to the results of single ARM 

Core, all the data in dual ARM Core increases roughly twice. These two 

benchmarks both use Adders and booth multiplication, the number of HB 

Multipliers are all 0. CPD and channel width are generated after packing and 

routing in the VTR flow. The data should be collected at least three times to 

account for varying results due to simulated annealing in the placement and 

routing stages .. The benchmarks, single ARM Core and dual ARM Core, 

with different architectures in VTR pass the verification. 

Table 5.5: Results of Dual ARM Core processor in VTR 

# of # of # of # of CPD # of min case 
Mems CLBs Adds LUTs (ns) chan width 

HB Mems 2384 2240 0 27573 19.0887 125 
HB Adders 

2384 10393 1008 39366 50.4197 66 &Mems 
HB Multipliers & 

2384 2363 1008 27799 19.0875 114 Adders & Mems 

5.2.2 ARM Core Processor with HB Adders 

In an architecture file with HB Adders, the HB Adders have a specific physical 

size. For example, the size of HB Adders in k6_N10_chain_mem32K-40nm.xml 

is 2-bit which can be fractured into two 1-bit size. Table 5.8 presents the 

results of the ARM Core with different size of HB Adders after running in 

VTR flow. 
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Table 5.6: Results of Single ARM Core processor with HB Adders 

case 2-bit HB Adders 1-bit HB Adders 
# of Mems 1192 1192 
# of CLBs 5065 5191 

min chan width 62 61 
CPD(ns) 27.2985 48.6357 
# of Adds 1265 2267 
# of LUTs 19613 19594 

The experiments are using the same architecture file k6_N10_chain_mem-

32K-40nm.xml. All the experiments need to be tested three times to account 

for simulated annealing variance in results.. The fifth row is the average value 

of CPD for each size of HB Adders. In the ARM Core benchmark, there are a 

lot of different size additions. The bigger size of HB Adders the architecture 

has, the less CLBs and Adders are generated as well as CPD is reduced after 

the VTR flow. 

5.2.3 ARM Core Processor with HB Multipliers 

The specific architecture file k6_frac_N10_mem32K-40nm.xml has one 36*36 

HB Multiplier which is fractured into two 18*18 HB Multipliers. Each Mul

tiplier can operate as two 9*9 Multipliers, also each 9*9 Multiplier can be 

fractured into two 3*3. The benchmark in this experiment is using the mod

ified ARM Core processor, arm_core_with_multiply.v, which can do multiply 

functions. 

Since the number of HB Multipliers is 1 and the size of multiplier and multi-
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plicand is 32-bit, the ARM Core processor is always using the current largest 

size of HB Multipliers that is 36*36 HB Multiplier. The modified ARM Core 

processor with different size of HB Multipliers in VTR workflow has the same 

results. 

5.3 Simulating Programs in ARM Core Pro-

cessor 

To simulate programs in the ARM Core, an external memory should be cre

ated in the form of a MIF file. The test Cache.Sis written in assembly. It is 

used to verify the correctness of the ARM instruction set. Figure 5.2 is the 

contents of Cache.S. There are two loops: the first loop executes 10 times, 

the second loop executes 4 times. For each instruction, it will delay two 

cycles as it needs to fetch and decode before execution. If all instructions 

execute correctly, the test passes and the number 17 ( Ox11 in hex) is written 

in address Ox7ffc. Otherwise, the test fails and the number 100 (Ox64) is 

written in address Ox7ff c. 

The ARM Core processor reads every data element in the MIF file four 

times as the 128-bit data includes four instructions. According to the ad

dress compiled from last cycle, the ARM Core can execute one instruction 

in the current cycle. For example, if the address is Ox8000, the instruction is 

data [31: O] . If the address is Ox8004, the instruction is data [63: 32] . The 

MIF file after simulating in the ARM Core will be rewritten as there is a test 
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message written back to the MIF file. Figure 5.3 is the updated MIF file. 

The test passes as the value in address Ox7ff8 is Ox11. 

A dual ARM Core processor can run two programs at the same time. 

Cache_double.S is the test file written in assembly. The test file, which is 

similar to cache.S, has two sets of ARM instructions. If both instructions 

sets execute correctly, the test passes and Ox11 is written in address Ox7ffc 

and in address Ox7fec separately. Otherwise, Ox64 is written. Figure 5.4 

is the updated MIF file after simulating in the ARM Core processor. The 

values in address Ox7ff8 and in address Ox7fc8 are all Ox11. The test passes 

the verification. 

Section 5.1.2 states the ARM Core processor does not have multiply func

tions and it uses Adders to do booth multiplication. The modified ARM 

Core processor is created to enable HB Multipliers. To simulate programs 

in the modified ARM processor, the assembly file can add some multiply 

instructions. The experiment uses a modified assembly file cache_multiply.S 

which is similar to cache.S (shown in Figure 5.2). The updated MIF file after 

simulation (shown in Figure 5.4) is as the same as out_cache.mif (shown in 

Figure 5.3). 
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.section .text 

.globl start 
start: - mov re,. Hxffffffff 

mov rs, H 

loop: 
add r4~ r4, #17 
add r5, rs, #9 
subs rl, r3, #1 
bne loop 

@ setup loop2 
ldr r9,. WriteLocation 
mov r3, 119 
mov r8, #4 

loop2! 

mov r6, ff 

bne testfail 

subs r8, rs, #1 
bne loop2 

b testpass 
@ ------------------------------------------
testfail: 

ldr 
movne 
str 
b 

testpass: 
ldr 
mov 
str 
b 

rll, AdrTestStatus 
r1e. •1ee 
r18, [rll) 
testfail 

ru. AdrTestStatus 
rl8, #17 
r18, ( rll) 
testpass 

/* Write 17 to this address to generate a Test Passed message*/ 
AdrTeststatus: .word 8x7FFC 
Result: .word 3388 
Writelocation: .word 8x7ff8 

Figure 5.2: Extract of cache.S 
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DEPTH= 32 
WIDTH= 128 
ADDRESS_RADIX = HEX; 
DATA_RADIX = HEX; 
CONTENT 
BEGIN 

88888888 

88807fee 
08887ff0 
88888880 
88888810 
88888820 
88808838 
88988840 
80808850 
88088860 
88888870 
88888880 
08888898 
888888a0 
988888b9 
880888c8 
888888d8 
888088e0 
888888f0 
80888180 
80888118 
80888128 
08808139 
88888140 
88888150 
88888168 

888888888888888888888888EA981FFE; 

88880888888808888880888888888888; 
88888811888988898888888888888888; 
ee828fl8e3a98881ee828f18e3e88808; 
e3a84088e3a8388aela88888ela88808; 
e253308le2855889e28448lle3a85888; 
e3a88884e3a83809e59f9a24lafffffb; 
e2866881e286688le286688le3a86888; 
e2866881e286688le286688le2866881; 
e2866882e286688le2866881e286688l; 
e2866882e2866882e2866882e2866882; 
e2866882e2866882e2866892e2866882; 
e2866883e2866883e2866883e2866882; 
e2866883e2S66883e2866883e2866883; 
e2866884e2866883e2866883e2866883; 
e2866084e2866884e2866894e2866884; 
e2866884e2866884e2866894e2866884; 
e2866885e2866885e2866885e2866884; 
e2866885e2866885e2866885e286688S; 
e2866896e2866885e2866885e2866885; 
e2866886e2866086e2866886e2866806; 
e2866886e2866886e2866886e2866986; 
e2866887e2866897e2866987e2866886; 
e2866897e2866887e2866887e2866887; 
e2866888e2866987e2866887e2866887; 
e2866888e2866888e2866888e2866808; 

Figure 5.3: out_cache.mif 
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DEPTH = 32 
WIDTH = 128 
ADDRESS_RADIX = HEX; 
DATA_RADIX = HEX; 
CONTENT 
BEGIN 

88888888 

88887fe8 
88887ff8 
88888888 
88888818 
88888828 
88888838 
88888848 
88888858 
88888868 
88888878 
88888888 
88888898 
888888a8 
888888b8 
888888c8 
888888d8 
888888e8 
888888f8 
88888188 
88888118 
88888128 
88888138 
88888148 
88888158 
88888168 

0000eee0eee00e000e0e0e00eAe01FFE; 

88888811888888898888888888888898; 
88888811888888898888888888888888; 
e3e88888eaffffffla888299e35I8888; 
ela88888ee828f18e3a8888lee828f18; 
e3a85888e3a84888e3a8388aela88888; 
lafffffbe253388le2855889e28448ll; 
e3a86888e3a88884e3a83889e59f9a24; 
e286688le286688le286688le2866881; 
e286688le286688le286688le2866881; 
e2866882e2866882e286688le2866881; 
e2866882e2866882e2866882e2866882; 
e2866882e2866882e2866882e2866882; 
e2866883e2866883e2866883e2866883; 
e2866883e2866883e2866883e2866983; 
e2866884e2866884e2866883e2866883; 
e2866884e2866884e2866884e2866884; 
e2866884e2866884e2866884e2866884; 
e2866885e2866885e2866885e2866885; 
e2866885e2866885e2866885e2866885; 
e2866886e2866886e2866885e2866885; 
e2866886e2866886e2866886e2866886; 
e2866886e2866886e2866886e2866886; 
e2866987e2866987e2866887e2866887; 
e2866887e2866987e2866887e2866887; 
e2866988e2866888e2866987e2866987: 

Figure 5.4: out_double_cache.mif 
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5.4 Comparison between Multiplier Support 

Alternatives 

Table 5. 7 provides the comparison of the ARM Core between Multiplier sup

port alternatives. ARM is for the single ARM Core, ARM...mul t is the benchmark 

of the modified ARM Core processor with multiplication. Using the modified 

ARM Core, the multiplication is processed by HB Multipliers instead of HB 

Adders. The number of HB Adders reduces as well as the number of Adders 

in the longest chain. If the architecture file has HB Memories, Multipliers 

and Adders, the number of connections and nodes in the modified ARM Core 

is less than the number used in the ARM Core without supporting multipli

cation. 
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Table 5.7: Comparison of the ARM and Modified ARM Core in ODIN II 

Case 
# of # of # of # of # of Adders in 

Nodes Connections Multipliers Adders the longest chain 
Soft ARM 1290643 4216370 0 0 0 

Logic ARM_mult 1291464 4218082 0 0 0 
HB ARM 1290643 4216370 0 0 0 

Mults ARM_mult 1289883 4213959 1 0 0 
HB ARM 1290222 4215107 0 881 130 

Adds ARM_mult 1291141 4217113 0 427 34 
HB ARM 49299 200746 0 0 0 

Mems ARM_mult 50120 202458 0 0 0 
Mems&Adds ARM 48878 199483 0 881 130 

& Mults ARM_mult 48216 197366 1 427 34 



Table 5.8 shows the comparison of the ARM and modified ARM Core after 

simulating in the VTR workflow. The benchmarks should be compiled in the 

VTR flow at least three times and obtain an average value for CPD and the 

minimum channel width. Using the modified ARM processor, the number of 

HB Adders is reduced. The benchmarks basically do not affect the number 

of CLBs and LUTs. 
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Table 5.8: Comparison of the ARM and Modified ARM Core in the VTR flow 

Case # of # of # of # of # of # of min 
Mems CLBs Multipliers Adders LUTs chan width 

HB ARM 1192 1116 0 0 13697 115 
Mems ARM_mult 1192 1167 0 0 14599 115 

HB Mems ARM 1192 1116 0 0 13697 111 
&Mults ARM_mult 1192 1095 1 0 13451 111 

HB Mems ARM 1192 5191 0 537 19594 61 
&Adds ARM_mult 1192 5417 0 427 20733 61 

HB Mems ARM 1192 1183 0 537 13812 106 
& Adds & Mults ARM_mult 1192 1161 1 427 13689 115 

CPD 
(ns) 

17.6817 
28.4133 
17.6623 
19.2728 
48.6357 
49.1343 
21.4393 
19.5593 



5.5 A Better FPGA Architecture 

According to Table 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, the number of nodes and connections 

is reduced largely by using HB Memories. In soft logical blocks, RAMs are 

created by lots of logical gates and they have a lot of nodes to be connected. 

In Hard Blocks, no matter how many gates are used in there, they are used 

as a black box and only have one node. By using HB Adders, there are some 

nodes and connections reduced. Since there is only one HB Multiplier, the 

nodes and connections are reduced when using the ARM Core processor with 

multiplication support. 

According to Table 5.4 and 5.5, the architectures all have HB Memories, the 

number of Memories does not change. By using HB Adders, the number of 

CLBs, L UTs and CPD increase in all benchmarks. There are some of large 

scale additions in the benchmarks, such as the operands size is 32-bit or 128-

bit. The number of CLBs, Adders, CPD decreases as the size of HB Adders 

increases. Compared to the results of the ARM processor with 1-bit HB 

Adders, the number of CLBs and LUTs are decreased and CPD is reduced 

by half when using 2-bit HB Adders. The ARM Core processor always uses 

the current largest size of HB Multipliers that is 36*36 HB Multiplier. The 

usage of 2-bit HB Adders and 36*36 HB Multipliers is more suitable for the 

ARM Core processor. 

An FPGA architecture could only have soft logic blocks. It also could include 

HB Memories, different size of HB Multipliers and HB Adders. An FGPA 
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architecture with HB Memories, 2-bit HB Adders and 36*36 HB Multipliers 

is better than the other FPGA architectures for the ARM Core processor. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Works 

The thesis presents the development of a System-on-Chip processor imple

mented on an FPGA architecture. Based on the performance of the ARM 

Core with different architecture files, a better FPGA architecture is investi

gated to simulate a SoC processor in the VTR flow. 

One goal of this thesis is to simulate the ARM Core processor in ODIN II 

and the VTR flow. To clarify the motivation of this work, an introduction 

of the FPG A technology and SoC processor was provided before the devel

opment. The ARM Core processor, as the benchmark of SoC, has been split 

into small submodules. After the adjustment of these submodules, ODIN II 

can compile the ARM Core processor and the SoC processor can be simu

lated in the VTR workflow. 

In order to support a SoC processor in the FPGA, the ability to simulate 

programs on the ARM Core processor was provided. Using a cross-compiler, 
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the test programs are compiled as .mem files. At the current point, ODIN 

II does not support an external memory with the extension .mem. A new 

external memory with the extension .mif is created to simulate in the ARM 

Core processor. 

Another goal of this thesis is to choose a better FPG A architecture for a SoC 

processor. With HB Memories, 96% nodes and 95% connections are saved in 

ODIN II. Having HB Memories in an architecture file is much better for sim

ulation in the VTR flow. With HB Adders, the minimum channel width is 

reduced 47% during the VTR workfiow. As the size of HB Adders increases, 

the number of CLBs and the value of CPD decreases. With HB Multipliers, 

the number of HB Adders is reduced 50% in ODIN II. Within the current 

FGPA architectures, the architecture with HB Memories, 2-bit HB Adders, 

36*36 HB Multipliers is more suitable than the other FPGA architectures 

for the ARM Core processor. 

During the development, ODIN II has been improved by supporting the sim

ulation of external memory. A dual ARM Core processor is expanded to sim

ulate in ODIN II and the VTR flow. ODIN II is still working on expanding 

to support greater Verilog HDL syntaxes since there are some unsupported 

syntaxes, such as loop support, functions and generate statements, etc. 

This work is limited to a dual-core ARM processor. Future work can explore 

a four core ARM processor, or even two different processors in a single FPG A 

device. Or we can explore new FPGA architectures with new hard blocks 

and new routing designs. 
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Appendix A 

Top module of ARM Core 

processor 

module arm_core( 

i_clk, 

i_irq, 

i_firq, 

i_system_rdy, 

i_vb_dat, 

i_vb_ack, 

o_vb_adr, 

o_vb_sel, 

o_vb_ve, 

o_vb_dat, 
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o_wb_cyc, 

o_wb_stb 

) ; 

input i_clk; 

// Interrupt request, active high 

input i_irq; 

// Fast Interrupt request, active high 

input i_firq; 

// Amber is stalled when this is low 

input 

// Wishbone Master I/F 

output 

output 

output 

input 

output 

output 

output 

//Used 

input 

wire 

wire 

[31 :O] 

[15 :O] 

[127: O] 

[127: O] 

to terminate read 

[31: O] 

i_system_rdy; 

o_wb_adr; 

o_wb_sel; 

o_wb_we; 

i_wb_dat; 

o_wb_dat; 

o_wb_cyc; 

o_wb_stb; 

and write accesses 

i_wb_ack; 

execute_iaddress; 

execute_iaddress_valid; 
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II un-registered version of execute_address 

II to the instruction cache rams 

wire 

wire 

[31: OJ 

[31: OJ 

execute_iaddress_nxt; 

execute_daddress; 

wire execute_daddress_valid; 

II un-registered version of execute_daddress 

II to the data cache rams 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

[31: OJ 

[31: OJ 

[31 :OJ 

[3:0J 

[31: OJ 

execute_daddress_nxt; 

write_data; 

write_enable; 

fetch_instruction; 

decode_exclusive; 

decode_iaccess; 

decode_daccess; 

byte_enable; 

exclusive; 

cache_enable; 

cache_flush; 

cacheable_area; 

fetch_stall; 

mem_stall; 

exec_stall; 

core_stall; 
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II Enabel the cache 

II Flush the cache 



wire [1 :O] status_bits_mode; 

wire status_bits_irq_mask; 

wire status_bits_firq_mask; 

wire status_bits_flags_wen; 

wire status_bits_mode_wen; 

wire status_bits_irq_mask_wen; 

wire status_bits_firq_mask_wen; 

wire [31: O] execute_status_bits; 

wire [31: O] imm.32; 

wire [4:0] imm_shift_amount; 

wire shift_imm_zero; 

wire [3:0] condition; 

wire [3:0] rm_sel; 

wire [3:0] rs_sel; 

wire [7:0] decode_load_rd; 

wire [8:0] exec_load_rd; 

wire [3:0] rn_sel; 

wire [1 :O] barrel_shift_amount_sel; 

wire [1 :O] barrel_shift_data_sel; 

wire [1 :O] barrel_shift_function; 

wire [8:0] alu_function; 
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wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

[1 :0] 

[2:0] 

[3:0] 

[3:0] 

[2:0] 

[1 :O] 

[2 :O] 

[2:0] 

[14: O] 

[2:0] 

[2:0] 

[3:0] 

[3:0] 

[3:0] 

[1 :0] 

[31: O] 

multiply_function; 

interrupt_vector_sel; 

iaddress_sel; 

daddress_sel; 

pc_sel; 

byte_enable_sel; 

status_bits_sel; 

reg_write_sel; 

user_mode_regs_store_nxt; 

firq_not_user_mode; 

write_data_wen; 

copro_write_data_wen; 

base_address_wen; 

pc_wen; 

reg_bank_wen; 

copro_opcode1; 

copro_opcode2; 

copro_crn; 

copro_crm; 

copro_num; 

copro_operation; 

copro_read_data; 
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wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 

wire 
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copro_write_data; 

multiply_done; 

decode_fault; 

iabt_trigger; 

dabt_trigger; 

decode_fault_status; 

iabt_fault_status; 

dabt_fault_status; 

decode_fault_address; 

iabt_fault_address; 

dabt_fault_address; 

adex; 

mem_read_data; 

mem_read_data_valid; 

mem_load_rd; 

wb_read_data; 

wb_read_data_valid; 

wb_load_rd; 
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dcache_wb_cached_req; 

dcache_wb_uncached_req; 

dcache_wb_write; 

dcache_wb_byte_enable; 

dcache_wb_address; 

dcache_wb_cached_rdata; 

dcache_wb_write_data; 

dcache_wb_cached_ready; 

dcache_wb_uncached_ready; 

icache_wb_address; 

icache_wb_req; 

icache_wb_adr; 

icache_wb_read_data; 

icache_wb_ready; 

conflict; 

rn_use_read; 

rm_use_read; 

rs_use_read; 

rd_use_read; 

priviledged; 

portO_rdata; 
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II data abort has priority 

assign decode_fault_status = dabt_trigger? dabt_fault_status 

iabt_fault_status; 

assign decode_fault_address = dabt_trigger? dabt_fault_address 

iabt_fault_address; 

assign decode_fault 

assign core_stall 

= dabt_trigger iabt_trigger; 

= fetch_stall I I mem_stall 

I I exec_stall; 

II====================================== 

II Fetch Stage 

II====================================== 

a25_fetch u_fetch ( 

.i_clk ( i_clk ) J 

.i_mem_stall ( mem_stall ) J 

.i_exec_stall ( exec_stall ) J 

.i_conflict ( conflict ) J 

.o_fetch_stall ( fetch_stall ) J 

.i_system_rdy ( i_system_rdy ) J 

.i_iaddress ( execute_iaddress ) J 

.i_iaddress_valid ( execute_iaddress_valid ) J 

.i_iaddress_nxt ( execute_iaddress_nxt ) J 

.o_fetch_instruction ( fetch_instruction ) J 

.i_cache_enable ( cache_enable ) J 
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.i_cache_flush ( cache_flush ) ' 

.i_cacheable_area ( cacheable_area ) ' 

.o_wb_req ( icache_wb_req ) ' 

.o_wb_address ( icache_wb_address ) ' 

.i_wb_read_data ( icache_wb_read_data ) ' 

.i_wb_ready ( icache_wb_ready ) 

) ; 

II--------------------------------------

11 Decode Stage 

II====================================== 

a25_decode u_decode ( 

.i_clk ( i_clk ) ' 

.i_fetch_instruction ( fetch_instruction ) ' 

.i_core_stall ( core_stall ) ' 

.i_irq ( i_irq ) ' 

.i_firq ( i_firq ) ' 

.i_dabt ( 1'd0 ) ' 

.i_iabt ( 1'd0 ) ' 

.i_adex ( adex ) ' 

II Instruction fetch or data read signals 

.i_execute_iaddress ( execute_iaddress ) ' 

.i_abt_status ( 8'd0 ) ' 

.i_execute_status_bits ( execute_status_bits ) ' 

.i_multiply_done ( multiply_done ) ' 
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.o_imm32 ( imm32 ) ' 

.o_imm_shift_amount ( imm_shift_amount ) ' 

.o_shift_imm_zero ( shift_imm_zero ) ' 

.o_condition ( condition ) ' 

.o_decode_exclusive ( decode_exclusive ) ' 

.o_decode_iaccess ( decode_iaccess ) ' 

.o_decode_daccess ( decode_daccess ) ' 

.o_status_bits_mode ( status_bits_mode ) ' 

.o_status_bits_irq_mask ( status_bits_irq_mask ) ' 

.o_status_bits_firq_mask( status_bits_firq_mask ) ' 

.o_rm_sel ( rm_sel ) ' 

.o_rs_sel ( rs_sel ) ' 

.o_load_rd ( decode_load_rd ) ' 

.o_rn_sel ( rn_sel ) ' 

.o_barrel_shift_amount_sel( barrel_shift_amount_sel), 

.o_barrel_shift_data_sel( barrel_shift_data_sel ), 

.o_barrel_shift_function( barrel_shift_function ) ' 

.o_alu_function ( alu_function ) ' 

.o_multiply_function ( multiply_function ) ' 

.o_interrupt_vector_sel ( interrupt_vector_sel ) ' 

.o_iaddress_sel ( iaddress_sel ) ' 

.o_daddress_sel ( daddress_sel ) ' 

.o_pc_sel ( pc_sel ) ' 
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.o_byte_enable_sel ( byte_enable_sel ) , 

.o_status_bits_sel ( status_bits_sel ) , 

.o_reg_write_sel ( reg_write_sel ) , 

.o_user_mode_regs_store_nxt( user_mode_regs_store_nxt), 

.o_firq_not_user_mode ( firq_not_user_mode ) , 

.o_write_data_wen ( write_data_wen ) , 

.o_base_address_wen ( base_address_wen ) , 

.o_pc_wen ( pc_wen ) , 

.o_reg_bank_wen ( reg_bank_wen ) , 

.o_status_bits_flags_wen( status_bits_flags_wen ) , 

.o_status_bits_mode_wen ( status_bits_mode_wen ) , 

.o_status_bits_irq_mask_wen ( status_bits_irq_mask_wen ) , 

.o_status_bits_firq_mask_wen( status_bits_firq_mask_wen), 

.o_copro_opcode1 ( copro_opcode1 ) , 

.o_copro_opcode2 ( copro_opcode2 ) , 

.o_copro_crn ( copro_crn ) , 

.o_copro_crm ( copro_crm ) , 

.o_copro_num ( copro_num ) , 

.o_copro_operation ( copro_operation ) , 

.o_copro_write_data_wen ( copro_write_data_wen ) , 

.o_iabt_trigger ( iabt_trigger ) , 

.o_iabt_address ( iabt_fault_address ) , 

.o_iabt_status ( iabt_fault_status ) , 

.o_dabt_trigger ( dabt_trigger ) , 
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.o_dabt_address ( dabt_fault_address ) J 

.o_dabt_status ( dabt_fault_status ) J 

.o_conflict ( conflict ) J 

.o_rn_use_read ( rn_use_read ) J 

.o_rm_use_read ( rm_use_read ) J 

.o_rs_use_read ( rs_use_read ) J 

.o_rd_use_read ( rd_use_read ) 

) ; 

II --------------------------------------
II Execute Stage 

II --------------------------------------
a25_execute u_execute ( 

.i_clk ( i_clk ) J 

.i_core_ stall ( core_stall ), 

.i_mem_stall ( mem_stall ) J 

.o_exec_stall ( exec_stall ) J 

.i_wb_read_data ( wb_read_data ), 

.i_wb_read_data_valid ( wb_read_data_valid ), 

.i_wb_load_rd ( wb_load_rd ), 

.i_copro_read_data ( copro_read_data ) J 

.i_decode_iaccess ( decode_iaccess ) J 

.i_decode_daccess ( decode_daccess ) J 

.i_decode_load_rd ( decode_load_rd ), 

.o_copro_write_data ( copro_write_data ) J 
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.o_write_data ( write_data ) ' 

.o_iaddress ( execute_iaddress ) ' 

.o_iaddress_nxt ( execute_iaddress_nxt ) ' 

.o_iaddress_valid ( execute_iaddress_valid), 

.o_daddress ( execute_daddress ), 

.o_daddress _nxt ( execute_daddress_nxt ) ' 

.o_daddress_valid ( execute_daddress_valid), 

.o_adex ( adex ), 

.o_priviledged ( priviledged ), 

.o_exclusive ( exclusive ) ' 

.o_write_enable ( write_enable ) ' 

.o_byte_enable ( byte_enable ) ' 

.o_exec_load_rd ( exec_load_rd ) ' 

.o_status_bits ( execute_status_bits ) ' 

.o_multiply_done ( multiply_done ) ' 

.i_status_bits_mode ( status_bits_mode ) ' 

.i_status_bits_irq_mask ( status_bits_irq_mask ) ' 

.i_status_bits_firq_mask( status_bits_firq_mask ) ' 

.i_imm.32 ( imm.32 ) ' 

.i_imm_shift_amount ( imm_shift_amount ) ' 

.i_shift_imm_zero ( shift_imm_zero ) ' 

.i_condition ( condition ) ' 

.i_decode_exclusive ( decode_exclusive ) ' 
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.i_rm_sel 

.i_rs_sel 

.i_rn_sel 

( rm_sel 

( rs_sel 

( rn_sel 

) ' 

) ' 

) ' 

.i_barrel_shift_amount_sel( barrel_shift_amount_sel), 

.i_barrel_shift_data_sel( barrel_shift_data_sel ) ' 

.i_barrel_shift_function( barrel_shift_function ) ' 

.i_alu_function ( alu_function ) ' 

.i_multiply_function ( multiply_function ) ' 

.i_interrupt_vector_sel ( interrupt_vector_sel ) ' 

.i_iaddress_sel ( iaddress_sel ) ' 

.i_daddress_sel ( daddress_sel ) ' 

.i_pc_sel ( pc_sel ) ' 

.i_byte_enable_sel ( byte_enable_sel ) ' 

.i_status_bits_sel ( status_bi ts_sel ) ' 

.i_reg_write_sel ( reg_write_sel ) ' 

.i_user_mode_regs_store_nxt( user_mode_regs_store_nxt), 

.i_firq_not_user_mode ( firq_not_user_mode ) ' 

.i_write_data_wen ( write_data_wen ) ' 

.i_base_address_wen ( base_address_wen ) ' 

.i_pc_wen ( pc_wen ) ' 

.i_reg_bank_wen ( reg_bank_wen ) ' 

.i_status_bits_flags_wen( status_bits_flags_wen ) ' 

.i_status_bits_mode_wen ( status_bits_mode_wen ) ' 

.i_status_bits_irq_mask_wen( status_bits_irq_mask_wen), 
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.i_status_bits_firq_mask_ven( status_bits_firq_mask_wen), 

.i_copro_write_data_wen ( copro_vrite_data_wen ) ' 

.i_conflict ( conflict ) ' 

.i_rn_use_read ( rn_use_read ) ' 

.i_rm_use_read ( rm_use_read ) ' 

.i_rs_use_read ( rs_use_read ) ' 

.i_rd_use_read ( rd_use_read ) 

) ; 

II--------------------------------------

II Memory access stage with data cache 

II====================================== 

a25_mem u_mem ( 

.i_clk ( i_clk ) ' 

.i_fetch_ stall ( fetch_stall ) ' 

.i_exec_stall ( exec_stall ) ' 

.o_mem_stall ( mem_stall ) ' 

.i_daddress ( execute_daddress ) ' 

.i_daddress_valid ( execute_daddress_valid), 

.i_daddress_nxt ( execute_daddress_nxt ) J 

.i_write_data ( write_data ) ' 

.i_write_enable ( write_enable ) ' 

.i_exclusive ( exclusive ) J 

.i_byte_enable ( byte_enable ) ' 
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) ; 

.i_exec_load_rd 

.i_cache_enable 

.i_cache_flush 

.i_cacheable_area 

.o_mem_read_data 

.o_mem_read_data_valid 

.o_mem_load_rd 

.o_wb_cached_req 

.o_wb_uncached_req 

.o_wb_write 

.o_wb_byte_enable 

.o_wb_write_data 

.o_wb_address 

.i_wb_uncached_rdata 

.i_wb_cached_rdata 

.i_wb_cached_ready 

.i_wb_uncached_ready 

( exec_load_rd 

( cache_enable 

( cache_flush 

( cacheable_area 

( mem_read_data 

( mem_read_data_valid 

( mem_load_rd 

) J 

) J 

) J 

) J 

) J 

) J 

) J 

( dcache_wb_cached_req ) J 

( dcache_wb_uncached_req), 

( dcache_wb_write ) J 

( dcache_wb_byte_enable ) J 

( dcache_wb_write_data ) J 

( dcache_wb_address ) J 

( dcache_wb_cached_rdata), 

( dcache_wb_cached_rdata), 

( dcache_wb_cached_ready), 

( dcache_wb_uncached_ready) 

II====================================== 

II Write back stage with data cache 

II--------------------------------------
a25_write_back u_write_back ( 

.i_clk 

.i_mem_stall 

( i_clk 

( mem_stall 
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.i_mem_read_data ( mem_read_data 

.i_mem_read_data_valid ( mem_read_data_valid 

.i_mem_load_rd ( mem_load_rd 

.o_wb_read_data ( wb_read_data 

.o_wb_read_data_valid ( wb_read_data_valid 

.o_wb_load_rd ( wb_load_rd 

.i_daddress ( execute_daddress 

) ; 

II--------------------------------------

11 Wishbone Master !IF 

II====================================== 

a25_wishbone u_wishbone ( 

II CPU Side 

.i_clk ( i_clk 

II Port 0 - dcache uncached 

) ' 

) ' 

) ' 

) ' 

) ' 

) ' 

) 

) ' 

.i_portO_req ( dcache_wb_uncached_req), 

.o_portO_ack ( dcache_wb_uncached_ready), 

.i_portO_write ( dcache_wb_write ) ' 

.i_portO_wdata ( dcache_wb_write_data ) ' 

.i_portO_be ( dcache_wb_byte_enable ) ' 

.i_portO_addr ( dcache_wb_address ) ' 

.o_portO_rdata ( portO_rdata ) ' 

II Port 1 - dcache cached 

.i_port1_req ( dcache_wb_cached_req ) ' 
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.o_porti_ack ( dcache_wb_cached_ready), 

.i_porti_write ( dcache_wb_write ) ' 

. i_porti_wdata ( dcache_wb_write_data ) ' 

.i_portLbe ( dcache_wb_byte_enable ) ' 

.i_porti_addr ( dcache_wb_address ) ' 

.o_port1_rdata ( dcache_wb_cached_rdata), 

// Port 2 - instruction cache accesses, read only 

.i_port2_req ( icache_wb_req ) ' 

.o_port2_ack ( icache_wb_ready ) ' 

.i_port2_write ( 1'd0 ) ' 

.i_port2_wdata ( 128'd0 ) ' 

.i_port2_be ( 16'd0 ) ' 

.i_port2_addr ( icache _wb_address ) ' 

.o_port2_rdata ( icache_wb_read_data ) ' 
// Wishbone 

.o_wb_adr ( o_wb_adr ) ' 

.o_wb_sel ( o_wb_sel ) ' 

.o_wb_we ( o_wb_we ) ' 

.o_wb_dat ( o_wb_dat ) ' 

.o_wb_cyc ( o_wb_cyc ) ' 

.o_wb_stb ( o_wb_stb ) ' 

.i_wb_dat ( i_wb_dat ) ' 

.i_wb_ack ( i_wb_ack ) 

) ; 
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II====================================== 

II Co-Processor #15 

II--------------------------------------

a25_coprocessor u_coprocessor ( 

.i_clk ( i_clk ) ' 

.i_core_stall ( core_stall ) ' 

.i_copro_crn ( copro_crn ) ' 

.i_copro_operation ( copro_operation ) ' 

.i_copro_write_data ( copro_write_data ) ' 

.i_fault ( decode_fault ) ' 

. i_f aul t_status ( decode_fault_status ) ' 

.i_fault_address ( decode_fault_address ) ' 

.o_copro_read_data ( copro_read_data ) ' 

.o_cache_enable ( cache_enable ) ' 

.o_cache_flush ( cache_flush ) ' 

.o_cacheable_area ( cacheable_area ) 

) ; 

endmodule 
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Glossary 

FPGA Field-Programmable Gate Array 

CAD Computer Aided Design 

VTR Verilog-to-Routing 

SoC System on Chip 

ASIC Application Specific Integrated Circuit 

HDL Hardware Description Language 

LUTs Look Up Tables 

RAM Random Access Memory 

CLBs Cluster-Based Logic Blocks 

BLIF Berkley Logic Interchange Format 

AST Abstract Syntax Tree 

ALU Arithmetic Logic Unit 

RISC Reduced Instruction Set Computer 

CISC Complex Instruction Set Computer 

MIF Memory Initialization File 

CPD Critical Path Delay 
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